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Summary

This submission will demonstrate how the deployment of the Public Safety Mobile Broadband would
be beneficial to end-users in the field who are increasingly relying on mobile technology to receive
information and provide situational awareness.
We will be relaying information pertaining to our Incident Turnout Management System BART from
the view of an interested party who can show that Emergency services in Australia are already open
to using Smartphones to receive information.
Reliability of the existing public data networks currently prevents this technology from being utilised
as mission critical infrastructure and the extension of this to public safety related Applications would
make this an even more viable option providing increased data reliability.
In respect to sustainability of arrangements, our solution works off a BYOD principle, and we
continue to offer support to emerging devices, easier to stay on top of technology.
BART Background
Over the past three years Emerg Solutions Pty Ltd with input from Victorian Emergency Services Volunteers
has developed an Incident Turnout System called BART (Broadcast Alert Response Technology).
The BART solution is an example of how the PSMB could be used to assist Emergency Services Personnel on
the ground in their respective communities. A video on BART can be viewed on
YouTube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EM-vMwJLPKs.
BART is a multi-device (Smartphone, tablet and desktop) solution that provides a vital link for all volunteers to
important data sources and communication streams.
There are currently over 11,600 members in over 1050 brigades, units, branches and groups utilising this
service, across CFA, SES, AVCG, AV & DELWP. Demonstrating the need for more reliability of data in this area.

Member Survey
From the survey conducted in May 2015 the key findings were:
(1) BART is a major benefit to local volunteers.
(2) Turnout times have e improved by 1-10 times
(3) More volunteers were responding due to the use of BART
The results of this survey clearly provide evidence and support our views that Emergency Services
Personal are looking to utilise mobile technologies in the field and will benefit from the potential for
the PSMB, following is an overview of the survey results, the attached appendices include full results
including related member comments.
Question 1
How important is BART to your brigade, unit or branch?
99% of our survey participants reported that BART was important to their brigade, unit or team.

Question 2
Do you know of an instance/s where BART has helped to save property or lives?
25% of our survey participants responded YES.
Question 3
Has BART made life easier for organising crews or training?
70% of our survey participants responded YES.
Question 4
Has BART helped to improve turnout times?
55% of our survey participants said YES.
Question 5
Of these that said yes, the following time savings were recorded.

Question 6
Do you believe BART will improve team work and participation?
97% of our survey participants reported that BART improved team work and participation.

Question 7
Do you believe BART will improve participation by the younger generation?
38% of our survey participants responded YES.
Question 8
Do you believe BART will increase the number of volunteers in your brigade?
28% of our survey participants responded YES.
Question 9
Do you believe BART will improve participation by the older generation?
25% of our survey participants responded YES.
Question 10
Has BART increased the number of members that turn out to an incident?
50% of our survey participants responded YES.

BART Survey 2015 Highlights
Question 2 Comments:



Bart improves our turnout numbers. More members on the job means more
property saved.



BART has activated when the pager has not gone off.



It advices me of a fence fire which was very close to the house. I was 2nd at the
station because of the BART



Gets me to jobs quicker



With some brigades the lack of pagers means without this technology they wouldn't
be responding to such things as house fires and MVAs



It has gone off BEFORE my pager a number of times.



improved turn out times



Provides maps of hydrants



Because of BART's mapping system, I was able to locate an event much easier than if
we were operating off paper maps.



Enables members and brigade to know in an instance who will be attending and who
are unavailable. Numbers and skill levels required can be sourced on route if
required.

Question 3 Comments:



Crew attendance log shows if members are responding or not this is very handy in
small brigades with members spread all over area on different farms members can
see if others are going direct to incident or not available to respond make easier for
crew at station knowing who to wait for



Quick and easy to have conversations with all brigade members



BART's features help crews to stay connected and with more and more members
having smart phones and carrying them with them, it makes communication more
direct.



Members who live further from the unit have a better idea of the urgency for them
to attend by checking the attendance log for each job.



we can plan better with knowing crew availability



we use the attendance functionality all the time, it speeds up decision making
significantly



We can see who is attending a job and if we need to call for further crew members,
also we can see how many members will be attending the training and organise
accordingly.



Easier to contact and get feedback from multiple members



Easy to read and operate, very accessible phone always with me.



I like the fact that you can see who has responded and you know is coming instead of
waiting for crews to turn up. it saves time and if we don't have enough people we
can organise extra people if needed. Also the map feature gives you an idea of where
to go which saves time looking up the map book

Question 6 Comments:



Yes, more people involved, feeling part of the crew.



Makes members feel like they're working with modern equipment, not those awful
antiquated pagers.



The maps make it much easier to arrive at jobs promptly



Help engage members



Less confident members will turn out if they know an experienced fire fighter will be
on board.



More members are now more active and social within the brigade because they
receive messages



Will allow members to see if enough fire fighters have responded, including tanker
driver, so not everyone has to go if enough responded. Saves late responders going
in the first instance if enough already turned out.



Trainer can send details of the activities which encourages more participation



There are several black spots for the pagers in our area and BART works in these
areas. Also several of our older members can’t hear the pager but can hear the BART
tone easily. Also the larger phone screen allows them to read message



It has helped new people get on top of pager messages a little better.
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17

not everyone carries a pager whereas they have their phone so a better response to callouts helps save
property etc

5/19/2015 12 59 PM

18

im saying no as i havent been able to assess this at this stage

5/19/2015 9 25 AM

19

Bart improves our turnout numbers More members on the job means more property saved

5/18/2015 11 53 PM

20

Hard to say but think we go to more calls now and that has to be working to save lives

5/18/2015 10 21 PM

21

Czar cresent

5/18/2015 5 23 PM

22

Yes to the extent that it allows personnel to respond quickly and reliably to events As an example attended
a house fire last year with my crew All volunteers responded via Bart and pager quickly and we were able to
save a house in Barwon heads from being totally destroyed

5/18/2015 1 38 PM

23

Lots of members don't carry pagers as in there line if work it is hard to do so Bart let's them know do they can
respond

5/17/2015 10 55 PM

24

t has gone off BEFORE my pager a number of times

5/17/2015 9 42 PM

25

car accident with a quick response

5/17/2015 9 17 PM

26

No not for our brigade t is a great backup for the pager when that doesn't work Also use the mapping
feature although it is unreliable at times t's useful for working out where the incident is in relation to the
station and which way to head when you turn out

5/17/2015 8 08 PM

27

always carry my phone not my pager

attend more call outs because of BART

5/17/2015 7 39 PM

28

Allows us to know how many brigade members are responding & who they are

5/17/2015 7 29 PM

29

Flood damage

5/17/2015 7 00 PM

30

Flood damage

5/17/2015 7 00 PM

31

All call outs has the potential to be devastating this means that Bart dose assist us to do our very best thank
you bart

5/17/2015 6 49 PM

32

t helps with accurate mapping details

5/17/2015 12 37 PM

33

have misplaced my pager so it helps alert me to calls so can attend the station This is very important to
our brigade as a am a code one driver

5/16/2015 11 53 PM

34

Assisted in preventing flooding from progressing further

5/16/2015 11 43 PM

35

Precise location

5/16/2015 11 30 PM

36

When pagers have not gone off but bart has

5/16/2015 11 12 PM

37

Enables members and brigade to know in an instance who will be attending and who are unavailable
Numbers and skill levels required can be sourced on route if required

5/16/2015 8 30 PM

38

Notification for fire turnout

5/16/2015 6 35 PM

39

improved turn out times

5/16/2015 6 29 PM

40

'm sure it does all the time

5/16/2015 3 40 PM

41

Fire callouts during the summer in District 12 Some of our member don't have pagers so rely on BART on
our mobiles to respond some callouts it was only the BART members that responded as the Members that
pagers couldn't respond to the Station

5/16/2015 3 31 PM

42

Provides maps of hydrants

5/16/2015 12 22 PM

43

November last year grass & scrub fire threating a quarry property sheds & house

5/16/2015 12 01 PM

44

Several out of control burn offs over Easter weekend

5/16/2015 10 39 AM

45

Because of BART's mapping system
paper maps

5/16/2015 8 27 AM

46

Emergency personell response from Bart alert in addition to page

5/15/2015 11 09 PM

47

Pagers were not 100%

5/15/2015 11 00 PM

48

By obtaining members names whom are on the way to the station This asists us by crewing the appliance
before rolling

5/15/2015 10 10 PM

49

The map function of BART has sometimes helped to quickly identify where the incident is located and given a
route to the scene

5/15/2015 10 00 PM

was able to locate an event much easier than if we were operating off
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50

BART allows Duty Officers to ensure a crew is responding to a call nput into BART informs whether there are
sufficient crew members and whether a secondary rescue unit needs to be notified BART decreases the time
this would usually take by great amounts

5/15/2015 8 55 PM

51

t has been very good on turnout to get accurate location

5/15/2015 8 43 PM

52

Every single time that let us know about an emergency

5/15/2015 4 49 PM

53

t has helped when my pager battery has 'died' and a house was nearly in danger of becoming totally
involved

5/15/2015 4 00 PM

54

for a house fire

5/15/2015 3 49 PM

55

Getting the pager message out to members without pagers

5/15/2015 1 11 PM

56

i live in a black spot where sometimes the pager does not give the full message as bart is connected to the
internet that has a booster it give me the full details a back up to the pager as it were

5/15/2015 12 53 PM

57

The map function allows us to navigate quickly to Road Crash Sites

5/15/2015 12 36 PM

58

can't conclusively draw a link between BART and a life saved however it has helped us in getting to jobs
sooner with its map

5/15/2015 12 18 PM

59

didnt have my pager on me

5/15/2015 11 38 AM

60

Recent alert from BART made possible the quick extinguishing of a fire which could have threatened the
entire neighbourhood if unattended by CFA promptly

5/15/2015 11 33 AM

61

We have a big screen in the stn to know who is or isn't coming to a call We use the 'thumbs down' info to
know if we should page another brigade or set the siren off again as the info may show all drivers are thumbs
down We use the thumbs up feature to see if some of our members that live a few extra minutes away will be
turning out and how far away they are This way we can leave the second truck for them otherwise we would
split the crew into both trucks

5/15/2015 10 31 AM

62

Almost every structure fire we attend it is always good to get easy clear directions to the property

5/15/2015 10 26 AM

63

some members only carry their phone instead of a pager so when they turn out they are helping save
property and lives

5/15/2015 9 54 AM

64

enabled tanker to have full crew instead of waiting extra time for full crew to arrive at station

5/15/2015 9 17 AM

65

Gives a map and gps plan to get there quick

5/15/2015 9 03 AM

66

more people carry phones and pagers im one of them in and out of tractors etc around the farm pager lives on
dash of ute phone alls on me bart works for me quicker response time

5/15/2015 8 10 AM

67

more people carry phones and pagers im one of them in and out of tractors etc around the farm pager lives on
dash of ute phone alls on me bart works for me quicker response time

5/15/2015 8 10 AM

68

Many times

5/15/2015 7 54 AM

69

t has alerted me of fires when 'm travelling in my area without my pager therefor could attend to help put it
out

5/15/2015 7 50 AM

70

i am a new brigade member and yet not in the field would be hard for me to comment

5/15/2015 3 32 AM

71

Has alerted me to an incident that my pager did not

5/15/2015 1 53 AM

72

t has greatly enhanced our response times

5/15/2015 1 52 AM

73

Relying on BART over my pager

5/15/2015 12 44 AM

74

By getting fireman to fire quicker

5/15/2015 12 09 AM

75

all the time as page is not readerble

5/14/2015 11 51 PM

76

Picking the right route to travel

5/14/2015 11 48 PM

77

Regularly because it is the way we knew about fire calls before we had pages or if we haven't taken our
pager

5/14/2015 11 32 PM

78

Road accidents

5/14/2015 11 31 PM

79

Fast response to callouts attending before professional fire fighters

5/14/2015 10 56 PM
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80

Carryouts in the extreme cold where patients are unable to walk out themselves where the risk of
hypothermia could set in

5/14/2015 10 55 PM

81

Assists with the map and also with members that are turning out to the Unit as well as who is turning out to
the Job Assists with Times to scene and time that members will be at the LHQ

5/14/2015 10 51 PM

82

MVA early arrival prevented further accidents occurring

5/14/2015 10 43 PM

83

Rapid receipt of alert reducing response time

5/14/2015 10 26 PM

84

Yes because of the area we are in the pager system fails often due to poor signal so the BART app is a
backup that alerts us

5/14/2015 10 23 PM

85

A chemical spill near Wycheproof

5/14/2015 10 17 PM

86

Every time we get called out

5/14/2015 10 12 PM

87

A Chemical spill just out of Wycheproof

5/14/2015 9 58 PM

88

Bart alert when pager did not

5/14/2015 9 55 PM

89

My pager stopped working and without Bart as a back up wouldn't have been able to turn out

5/14/2015 9 52 PM

90

No yet Yet

5/14/2015 9 40 PM

91

Though ur gps much quicker when we have reference

5/14/2015 9 30 PM

92

Can't remember exactly but the bart alert went off and pager didn't

5/14/2015 9 20 PM

93

By alerting volunteer firefighters to an ememergency call

5/14/2015 9 18 PM

94

Helps with emergency responses and info

5/14/2015 9 02 PM

95

Our maps did not print used the directions on Bart to get to the scene quicker

5/14/2015 9 02 PM

96

Yes

5/14/2015 8 53 PM

97

use it to turn out so every time potentially saves property/lives

5/14/2015 8 20 PM

98

Bart alerts brigade members when in poor areas our pagers don't activate Bart is our back up 100 %

5/14/2015 8 18 PM

99

every time we are turned out we are potentially saving life and property

5/14/2015 8 05 PM

100

My pager is broken All have is my phone and Bart f it helps the community That's all that matters

5/14/2015 8 02 PM

101

Sometimes 've left my pager in the car and have been able to use Bart message as a reference for maps and
locations

5/14/2015 7 52 PM

102

Not used long enough yet

5/14/2015 7 46 PM

103

Pager not working

5/14/2015 7 04 PM

104

t helps us to notify our members as a back up when they do not have there pagers Also for brigade
information

5/14/2015 6 55 PM

105

have had times when was not caring my pager and Bart alerted me to a fire call

5/14/2015 6 34 PM

106

Recent structure fire

5/14/2015 6 28 PM

107

For priority 1 alerts provides efficient locating and allows you to assess what members turning out and what
their competencies are

5/14/2015 6 20 PM

108

That's a bit hard to connect together Some members respond to pagers and others to BART We don't track
who used what for a particular callout

5/14/2015 6 16 PM

109

use Bart instead of a pager for notifications

5/14/2015 6 14 PM

110

Letting me know when there is a job

5/14/2015 6 11 PM

111

Multiple Ses call outs

5/14/2015 6 08 PM

112

t did not com threw pager

5/14/2015 6 04 PM

113

Not yet but it's more efficient than a pager alone

5/14/2015 6 03 PM

114

Yes enabled myself fist on scene from home direct to job to upgrade and respond additional units as
required via radio in first truck as site rep from member on scene

5/14/2015 5 49 PM

115

Haven't been using it long enough yet

5/14/2015 5 40 PM
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116

pager not work

5/14/2015 5 35 PM

117

Many of our brigade members only use Bart now so this fire season it has certainly saved property

5/14/2015 5 30 PM

118

Helped me lots when i was out and about and i didnt have my pager with me

5/14/2015 5 28 PM

119

The pager i have been give sometime doesn't receives alerts n these cases by having bart on my phone i
receive alerts when my pager fails Which has a number of times to one house fire and multiple grass fires

5/14/2015 5 10 PM

120

Makes it easy to see where to go

5/14/2015 4 55 PM

121

Forgot pager and Bart told me when was out that there was a fire

5/14/2015 4 50 PM

122

As an SES volunteer member BART is used to call out the unit

5/14/2015 4 47 PM

123

When personnel are working and don't or can't have a pager on them t a system that allows them to respond
immediately

5/14/2015 4 22 PM

124

Clear text to read Map setting is great

5/14/2015 4 09 PM

125

By receiving a pager message when a pager wasn't available

5/14/2015 3 58 PM

126

don't yet have a pager so BART is my way of getting callouts

5/14/2015 3 56 PM

127

Pager died so Bart told me about the fire call

5/14/2015 3 54 PM

128

knowing the crew available to turnout for the job

5/14/2015 3 53 PM

129

Helped with every job

5/14/2015 3 48 PM

130

CFA doesn't want us to use BART

5/14/2015 3 47 PM

131

The attendees function has ment that we know that members are on their way and we can then respond with
a full crew t also helps us to prioritise crew mix (based on experience and training) quicker as we know who
is turning out This is better than waiting at the FS and just leaving when we have the minimum number of
crew

5/14/2015 3 41 PM

132

A recent chemical spill just out of Wycheproof

5/14/2015 3 40 PM

133

We use it to notify us for car accidents and all associated calls to us (the state emergency service)

5/14/2015 3 38 PM

134

map function gets units on site faster knowing if you have a crew and who how far away

5/14/2015 3 37 PM

135

There has been numerour times where i have not been able to carry my page it was lost or had flat batteries
and bart alerted me to the call

5/14/2015 3 36 PM

136

Q

5/14/2015 3 33 PM

137

Used by members without pagers

5/14/2015 3 32 PM

138

By being able to locate the incident quickly via directions and provide hydrant locations

5/14/2015 3 31 PM

139

Anytime we get a call out

5/14/2015 3 31 PM

140

Lake Gladman incident manor lakes

5/14/2015 3 29 PM

141

Didn't have pager on me was driving home and Bart notified me of a situation

5/14/2015 3 28 PM

142

t has that capacity as it goes yo fone which i have with me all the time

5/14/2015 3 26 PM

143

Great detail on your smartphone linked to work on the fireground makes response more timely and effective

5/14/2015 3 25 PM

144

BART is used as one of the primary methods for routine dispatching of calls

5/14/2015 3 15 PM

145

Local fires

5/14/2015 3 14 PM

146

We have brigade members that don't have pagers so they use Bart to respond to all emergencies

5/14/2015 3 09 PM

147

Maps when enroute to a road crash

5/14/2015 3 05 PM

148

t gives us info on who is coming so a plan can be made and sometimes what for members that are more
compatant And gives great directions and minimises the time taken to her to the event

5/14/2015 2 57 PM

149

n conjunction with EAS paging systems it alerted out unit to a road rescue

5/14/2015 2 54 PM

150

My pager battery was dead so was notified by Bart and able to turn out

5/14/2015 2 53 PM

151

Road crash rescue pages

5/14/2015 2 52 PM

152

don't have a pager this is the only way get notified of a fire call
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153

When he paging system has such a large delay

5/14/2015 2 47 PM

154

A member who was rapid response role for motor vehicle accidents did not receive a pager message He
became aware due to BART and was able to respond based on this information and provided a timely
extrication with positive outcomes for all involved

5/14/2015 2 46 PM

155

Every time we get a page msg it helps us to save something

5/14/2015 2 46 PM

156

Showed faster route to callout Also allows to view multiple pages easily

5/14/2015 2 45 PM

157

Don't know of specific instances of the top of my head however in our patch we have significant reception
issues with our pagers We are an integrated station and the staff reply on pagers when they are out and
about and there are several black spots So BART has assisted them greatly in alerting them and volunteers
to calls when the pager has failed to activate

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

158

Easy quick map location & directions

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

159

Our area Ocean Grove is notoriously bad for pager reception often either you dont get the pager message at
all or it is completely garbled On many occasions have received the Bart alert before the pager msg

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

160

Enabled me to pinpoint a precise location

5/14/2015 2 42 PM

161

Several fire call outs during fire season Properties were saved decreasing risk to life

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

162

Member nearby incident with no access to radio was able to provide further information to responding units

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

163

Directions to scene

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

164

The map has help us get to the job quicker

5/14/2015 2 39 PM

165

Works as a good backup for the paging system

5/14/2015 2 39 PM

166

Good for people without pagers

5/14/2015 2 35 PM

167

carry my phone more often than my pager therefore it's essential

5/14/2015 2 34 PM

168

We have several members who work in a location that will not receive pager messages
people and without BART the call would have gone unanswered

am one of these

169

ndirectly it saves time by giving a map and directions

5/14/2015 2 28 PM

170

Every time we get a call out

5/14/2015 2 26 PM

171

More reliable than the pagers to get members notified

5/14/2015 2 25 PM

172

Page alert for those that agencies are unable to provide pagers too Mapping with fair accuracy to incidents

5/14/2015 2 25 PM

173

Because it alerts me fast and efficiently when get a fire call t helps if 'm out and don't have my pager on
me

5/14/2015 2 23 PM

174

We have only just begun to use Bart as a brigade have had the app for a year and have found it brilliant
other members who have just started are more than happy

5/14/2015 2 21 PM

175

Not yet but sure it will

5/14/2015 2 21 PM

176

General alert pages

5/14/2015 2 09 PM

177

F

5/14/2015 2 08 PM

178

Giving me directions

5/14/2015 2 01 PM

179

Could not find pager Bart was my only notification of event

5/14/2015 1 36 PM

180

1 or 2 calls where pagers were down so Bart alerted us to calls

5/14/2015 1 31 PM

181

Not yet only new Expecting bart to be hand during summer

5/14/2015 1 14 PM

182

As a member of an ncident Control Centre brigade
don't hear of this aspect much

5/14/2015 1 08 PM

183

My pager is crap so i bart to turn out

5/14/2015 12 58 PM

184

Has helped alert more members to turn out

5/14/2015 12 52 PM

185

Bart ensures a timely brigade turn out to all events good communication between otherwise employed
volunteers

5/14/2015 12 40 PM

186

was out & didn't have pager on me so was able to attend a grass fire & assisted other brigade members to
prevent s major outbreak

5/14/2015 12 27 PM

am not required to respond to actual events as such so
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187

Your maping has made location much easier to find Saving time

5/14/2015 12 26 PM

188

Unsure

5/14/2015 12 20 PM

189

Better maps

5/14/2015 12 17 PM

190

But believe it would it very useful

5/14/2015 11 01 AM

191

Due to the standard EAS pager being bulky hard to use and only having a small screen i don't carry it very
often 've found that if i have pager service i have phone service so i get the messages through BART As i
carry my phone on me or near me 99% of the time (like a lot of our members do) our turnout times has
decreased and we are getting on scene faster therefore i believe we are saving more property and
sometimes lives

5/14/2015 10 53 AM

192

By allowing the brigade to turn out quicker As BART can provide you with information of who is responding
the brigade can get out the door knowing that other members will be following or will be waiting on scene

5/14/2015 10 42 AM

193

Map helps driver

5/14/2015 10 24 AM

194

Gave an accurate map location when instructions from vicfire were incorrect

5/14/2015 8 44 AM

195

People have forgotten their pager but their phone alerts them to the emergency and they can still rrespond

5/14/2015 8 31 AM

196

railway ave Tynong house fire 3 weeks ago approx

5/14/2015 7 47 AM

197

Making responding as DO simpler while away from a computer

5/13/2015 11 53 PM

198

had a fault with my pager and was not getting calls so luckily i had BART and was able to turn out and was
the only driver to turn up

5/13/2015 11 11 PM

199

Every shout we use it to identify locations of incidents

5/13/2015 10 51 PM

200

One day didn't have my pager on me and we had a fire call to a structure fire and BART alerted me which
was good as not many members turned out so was needed

5/13/2015 10 36 PM

201

Been able to attend and respond to numerous events because had the Bart app on my phone

5/13/2015 10 20 PM

202

Not yet but it will

5/13/2015 9 52 PM

203

Brigade has limited pagers and BART allows emergency response by all register thus more people turn out
allow greater coverage and support

5/13/2015 9 12 PM

204

Yapeen

5/13/2015 6 48 PM

205

The map of where the call out is very helpful to respond faster

5/13/2015 6 45 PM

206

Didn't have pager on me

5/13/2015 6 21 PM

207

When my pager was flat

5/13/2015 6 15 PM

208

better location information less time spent trying to work out where the rural job is

5/13/2015 5 50 PM

209

t's helped by being a backup for normal pagers

5/13/2015 5 24 PM

210

still get a pager message although if the pager went flat without me knowing at least BART would still notify
me so that's a huge positive

5/13/2015 4 44 PM

211

Providing a backup to a malfunctioning pager also provided maps which is essential part of own size up

5/13/2015 4 00 PM

212

Nearly all call out we attend

5/13/2015 3 50 PM

213

allows brigades with not a lot of access to the pager to turn out thus making sure more members turn out

5/13/2015 3 43 PM

214

Let me know of fires going

5/13/2015 3 25 PM

215

Far better than the pager with us being able to flip to the map screen we are heading off faster and travelling
to the address with more confidence so getting there sooner = less damage to properties Knowing that no
one else is coming also means that we are rolling sooner as well

5/13/2015 2 33 PM

216

flat bet in pager

5/13/2015 2 18 PM

217

Giving a map of an area outside you own patch with the directions never fails

5/13/2015 1 48 PM

218

have attended a number of fires as a CFA volunteer

219

use BART to inform me of any call outs

220

use it so dont need to carry a phone and a pager

5/13/2015 1 31 PM
5/13/2015 1 23 PM

When pager hasn't worked

5/13/2015 12 32 PM
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221

several times when the pagers had not activated due to bad location

5/13/2015 11 52 AM

222

As the captain of the brigade have had issue with people not carrying they're pager the has been resolved by
the use of BART

5/13/2015 10 59 AM

223

not allowed

5/13/2015 10 41 AM

224

For the last 2 turnouts my pager has failed to work thankfully Bart has alerted me of the incident

5/13/2015 10 16 AM

225

BART is often used instead of our pagers for those who work or study

5/13/2015 9 58 AM

226

To many to speak of

5/13/2015 9 13 AM

227

Pager was left at home and member had Bart on mobile

5/13/2015 8 39 AM

228

During our 18 day fire event over Christmas 2014 2015

5/13/2015 8 25 AM

229

'm a new member

5/13/2015 7 45 AM

230

Pagers have not activated in Black spots however Bart has operated allowing vehicle response

5/13/2015 7 37 AM

231

Early alert to additional members without pagers continously results in greater turn outs of vols

5/13/2015 7 32 AM

232

Early warnings for call outs

5/13/2015 7 11 AM

233

Everytime it goes off

5/13/2015 7 00 AM

234

Hydrant location Rural properties knowing exactly where the property is on the road

5/13/2015 5 02 AM

235

Being able to locate address' instantly instead of getting out the map book

5/13/2015 4 36 AM

236

Allows more members more flexibility to be able to make the call out and to notify availableity

5/13/2015 2 50 AM

237

Fire brigade response (vol response) call outs when the digital pager will not operate in the workplace
environment

5/13/2015 12 16 AM

238

When have not had my pager with me Eg driving home from work or if the battery has died

5/13/2015 12 03 AM

239

House fires more efficient turn outs

5/12/2015 11 30 PM

240

The navigation side make the job very easy

5/12/2015 11 27 PM

241

BART allows members to communicate with each other via mobile phone which has helped on an occasion
where the pager and radio communications had the wrong address This allowed members to correct the error
before it had been corrected through ESTA and effectively get to the scene quicker helping save lives
Without the ability to contact the members directly when radio communications were extremely busy it could
have delayed our ability to get to a scene in the time we did

5/12/2015 11 25 PM

242

Not sure this is a valid question Bart is an alert system

5/12/2015 11 20 PM

243

When my pager went flat after a busy night and was Duty officer for the day and did know battery was low
afterms being out all night

5/12/2015 11 07 PM

244

Been a slow season Alerted to some chimney fires etc

5/12/2015 11 03 PM

245

Only way hear about fires etc No Bart message means don't turn out

5/12/2015 10 55 PM

246

t show us a location on where the accident was and allows us to get there quicker then reading our pager and
then looking up the location on a location

5/12/2015 10 38 PM

247

Allows those extra surge members without pagers to be alerted to Alerts

5/12/2015 10 27 PM

248

not having my [pager with me at the time of a call and having limited vols at station especially me being a
driver code 1

5/12/2015 10 20 PM

249

No used it going to house fire map put house in wrong street

5/12/2015 10 06 PM

250

My pager wasn't working properly and only knew there was a call out due to Bart going off
station and ended up being a big job

251

We have members that have not been allocated pagers as there are not enought allocated to the brigade
These members were able to turn out and assist in a running grass fire

5/12/2015 9 41 PM

252

BART forwards messages/alerts quickly and efficiently to enable members to respond equally quickly also
giving accurate directions so members are able to go directly to address of issue if unable to make it to the
station in time to get on a truck

5/12/2015 9 37 PM

253

t gives us feedback on attending vols which allows the truck to get out the door in shorter time

5/12/2015 9 34 PM
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254

For a number of of our Brigade it is the only way they respond now

5/12/2015 9 25 PM

255

Bart allows for versatile response for CFA telling severity of incident and we respond accordingly

5/12/2015 9 18 PM

256

pagers not carried at all times but phones are so all calls are received by volunteers when transmitted

5/12/2015 9 17 PM

257

Structure fire in Cowes May 2014 Extra crew required page sent out but due to shortage of pagers some
members would not have been able to respond in time but for BART Their attendance helped save a home
from complete loss We have most of our pager less members on BART as it's almost as good as a pager

5/12/2015 9 14 PM

258

Able to turn out to an event when didn't have pager present with me

5/12/2015 8 57 PM

259

Most times when we get called out to jobs

5/12/2015 8 54 PM

260

Directions and call out information

5/12/2015 8 44 PM

261

Early notification of personal attending an incident so we knew wether we needed additional support

5/12/2015 8 36 PM

262

MULT PLE TURNOUTS ROAD ACC DENT RESCUE

5/12/2015 8 32 PM

263

With fire response times it it gets members there fast especially when they do not have their pager on them as
the mobile phone is part of our life stile now days and is always carried by most people all the time Time is a
vital element with the suppression of fires and the recovery of people from this situation The alarm warning
with BART also stands out being more audible

5/12/2015 8 28 PM

264

As a volunteer fighfighter all our jobs come through bart

5/12/2015 8 28 PM

265

There r a number of us that find it hard enough to keep tabs on our phones let alone pagers Bart has to help
boost attendance numbers to fires

5/12/2015 8 27 PM

266

We were able to get further detailed feedback then we had on hand

5/12/2015 8 11 PM

267

Poor pager reception/issues constantly miss messages

5/12/2015 8 10 PM

268

The pager used is the Alpha Legend which regularly misses pager messages bart normally receives the
page

5/12/2015 8 04 PM

269

Not everyone has pysical pages so the Bart paging service makes sure everyone canbe apart of the rescue

5/12/2015 7 57 PM

270

No but it is a lot easier to read than the pagers we have

5/12/2015 7 46 PM

271

think a lot of crew are using Bart regularly the fact that most people are already carrying there smartphones
with them it can largely replace the need to carry an old tech pager

5/12/2015 7 46 PM

272

Bart messages sometimes come in before pages when locally very busy Bart great for a thin crew and during
CODE ONE NAV GAT ON DONE FOR CREW AND CAB REMA NS DARK

5/12/2015 7 43 PM

273

Quick response phone always in pocket

5/12/2015 7 41 PM

274

Not exactly save property or lives however have been able to respond to a call for help when my pager did
not work

5/12/2015 7 29 PM

275

t helps with the location of incidents as well as knolegde of the crews you have attending

5/12/2015 7 22 PM

276

As a brigade that struggles to get members to attend the station & has brigade standing orders stating that the
truck cannot roll 1 up BART has enabled us to find out who is attending the job privately so we know we have
a crew waiting & can roll quicker t has enabled us to get to structure fire's quicker and prevent damage
caused by the delay in response due to crew levels

5/12/2015 7 21 PM

277

Provides easily readable information

5/12/2015 7 18 PM

278

Response to property and life assist will the location Bart is activated in conjuction with paper activation

5/12/2015 6 58 PM

279

Not so much saving property and life directly on any occasion But certainly BART is a more consistent
receiver of messages for me than the CFA paging system

5/12/2015 6 56 PM

280

Yes the mapping got us there quicker as we were going to a different district

5/12/2015 6 53 PM

281

Many fires

5/12/2015 6 51 PM

282

All of them as use bart as my main pager system

5/12/2015 6 51 PM

283

Saved property just done from where we live

5/12/2015 6 46 PM

284

We have turned out to a structure fire some distance away and as the person that was in the passenger seat
has had trouble with maps while the pressure is on he was able to guide me by the GPS function even giving
warning of tight bends and intersections before we got to them

5/12/2015 6 43 PM
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285

Used the map to give the driver directions to the destination of the job

5/12/2015 6 41 PM

286

t has improved our situational awareness as we turn out We roughly who is around and responding and also
where the job is

5/12/2015 6 35 PM

287

Helps me in responding to fires which in turn helps save property and lives

5/12/2015 6 31 PM

288

find BART to be available readable and highly useable always have my phone with me whereas as a
volunteer it is difficult to always carry the pager especially if am away from the district for the day The
pagers are much less user friendly to say the least especially at night

5/12/2015 6 20 PM

289

Rescue from cliff other emergencies included

5/12/2015 6 04 PM

290

Not yet but still new to setting the system up with the brigade

5/12/2015 5 46 PM

291

Many of our brigade members (including myself) do not carry our pagers As such we rely on the BART SMS
and BART app to get a crew together for any fire

5/12/2015 5 35 PM

292

Bart helps on every job we get f don't have my pager for whatever reason BART will alert me

5/12/2015 5 32 PM

293

On several occasions BART has gone off up to a minute or more before my pager and even in some
situations it has gone off one my pager has failed to receive an alert

5/12/2015 5 29 PM

294

Directional details

5/12/2015 5 22 PM

295

turn us out faster

5/12/2015 5 21 PM

296

When the pager has been in a dead spot BART has alerted me that there was an emergency

5/12/2015 5 18 PM

297

Gives you location on gps

5/12/2015 5 10 PM

298

Bart is my only reliable alert So every time attend a call 'm assisting with saving property

5/12/2015 5 09 PM

299

You can have a look who going

5/12/2015 4 47 PM

300

But it has certainly helped to reduce communication errors which overall help to save property

5/12/2015 4 46 PM

301

f you didn't know that road it take you there and the faster way

5/12/2015 4 37 PM

302

Multiple turnouts have been assisted by Bart as we have no spare pagers and some members cannot hear
the pagers We recently had a caravan fire where Bart was instrumental in getting more Members on scene
earlier during the day (we have trouble getting crews for daytime responses) Which prevented the fire
spreading to nearby Vans No one was injured

5/12/2015 4 29 PM

303

Any time a pager has gone missing it's less likely to loose your phone

5/12/2015 4 26 PM

304

has helped to give a clearer idea of the situation as the message is larger and all on one screen

5/12/2015 4 19 PM

305

Receiving Pager messages anytime anywhere is a great help in providing best possible service to the
community

5/12/2015 4 17 PM

306

We have been able to turn out quicker due to the option to locate the incident and set directions through email
then Google Maps

5/12/2015 4 15 PM

307

the maps function allows us to take the shortest route to a job the attendance also allows us to see if we
have enough members attending it makes sure we have enough people with truck licence RCR chainsaw
etc attending

5/12/2015 4 15 PM

308

By providing Mapping info and where pagers have failed/broken has been used so member is still able to
respond Good back up system

5/12/2015 4 12 PM

309

Without it attendance would take longer

5/12/2015 4 10 PM

310

mamage every emergency call personally through BART There have been a number if sev1 incidents to
attend

5/12/2015 4 10 PM

311

Only way of being notified due to pager being broken or lost

5/12/2015 4 10 PM

312

don't carry a pager just BART in my phone and iPad Being from a small brigade it is often that one extra
person required to make a crew to allow the truck to roll ncomplete crew = delayed/compromised turnout

5/12/2015 4 09 PM

313

Still works in tandem with CFA paging system

5/12/2015 4 07 PM

314

Bart enables us to direct manpower directly to an incident and with the acknowledgement system advises the
number of members turning out

5/12/2015 4 04 PM

315

Quicker arrival to scene with maps

5/12/2015 4 02 PM
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316

Where pagers have failed Bart has picked up the response so the appropriate appliance have been able to
respond in a timely manner

5/12/2015 4 01 PM

317

t alerts members that don't have a pager of an emergency and there for they respond to the call and often
ends up saving life and property

5/12/2015 4 00 PM

318

Having a map that works most of the time on the app helps to guide where to go/how to get there and at times
the map on Bart gets used instead of the cfa maps enroute to a job

5/12/2015 3 46 PM

319

By alerting me to fire calls when haven't had my pager on me

5/12/2015 3 46 PM

320

Knowing what personnel are responding to scene and to headquarters to allow a faster turn out

5/12/2015 3 41 PM

321

Not knowing where the street of the house fire was Got there before the trucks and help a older lady out of
her burning house

5/12/2015 3 39 PM

322

Minor manner Gets me to know of job BART works in Greensborough Shopping Centre where pager is
sketchy

5/12/2015 3 22 PM

323

have the phone with me more often than the pager t alerts me shortly after pager but more often because
it's on the phone

5/12/2015 3 10 PM

324

Lake rowan fire

5/12/2015 3 08 PM

325

Haven't had pager on then emergency message comes through on BART

5/12/2015 3 04 PM

326

A member came across a MVA (Motor vehicle accident) on the Hume Freeway inside our Primary area and
sent a group message on bart as his wife dialed 000 His message improved our respone time to the incident
by 2 minutes where we found person's trapped in vehicles and were able to start first aid and rescue before
any other services arrived

5/12/2015 2 52 PM

327

've certainly turned out from a BART message

5/12/2015 2 50 PM

328

Car accident pager didnt sound

5/12/2015 2 47 PM

329

Not in particular our pagers are our primary responder tool Where BART comes in is 'Who is responding'
and is used on iPads within the vehicle to direct the vehicle to the scene Discussions have been made to use
BART for Availability but no one at our unit wants to commit to this function

5/12/2015 2 44 PM

330

Yes when app alerts me so can be a better volunteer firefighter

5/12/2015 2 42 PM

331

Yes by using the map reference details Bart gave us a route to a fully involved house fire

5/12/2015 2 39 PM

332

n an area where pagers did not work Bart alert was the only communication

5/12/2015 2 39 PM

333

Numerous

5/12/2015 2 38 PM

334

Farm machinery in a shed able to be saved because of the additional time saved in responding to the incident
with the assistance of the map

5/12/2015 2 34 PM

335

Worked a few times when forgot my pager

5/12/2015 2 32 PM

336

As a rural brigade many of our member go straight to the incident There are insufficient map books for all
members so the link to mapping speeds up our ability to find the incident This has helped in person trapped
accidents and grass fires

5/12/2015 2 30 PM

337

Nothing major just good mapping can help us get to our support calls more efficiently

5/12/2015 2 26 PM

338

Bart is an ideal backup or in some cases primary ALERT it shows the quickest possible route thus reducing
additional damage to the property or people located at those properties

5/12/2015 2 07 PM

339

One of our members was able to go directly to a fire when he didn't have his pager This meant our tanker
had the extra firefighter that was very much needed

5/12/2015 2 03 PM

340

The map function regally improves the time it takes to assess the best route

5/12/2015 2 02 PM

341

No specifically but a number of unit member at our SES unit use bart as the primary pager t improves our
response rate to accident and emergencies

5/12/2015 1 57 PM

342

BART allows the brigade to have more members alerted than before when pager numbers were limited

5/12/2015 1 55 PM

343

My pager didn't go off and BART has Bart gives me direct maps to the job
book

5/12/2015 1 49 PM

344

Not directly as a DELWP response agency but BART as a package would undoubtedly do that

5/12/2015 1 46 PM

345

t helps us turn out which in turn helps save the community

5/12/2015 1 46 PM
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am a relatively new member so it is hard to say

5/12/2015 1 37 PM

347

CFA issues pager is the only trusted communication medium that our brigade uses We have at times noticed
delays in ALERT pager messages coming thru

5/12/2015 1 34 PM

348

When a pager has not provided the Alert message we have been able to rely on Bart to send through the
Alert message and provide us with details of the incident Often times Bart is more reliable and faster than our
pagers

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

349

N

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

350

think it helps in every situation Especially when a lot of our members don't have a pager

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

351

When my pager wasn't with me and fortunately BART helped me to get quick enough to the station

5/12/2015 1 23 PM

352

Much like the pagers alerting to any incident fast is helpful

5/12/2015 1 17 PM

353

A number of our members are using BART as their primary means of contact to turnout and receive updates
Updates from the field (ipad keep other members informed

5/12/2015 1 12 PM

354

As a tradie often leave my pager in the car but having the BART app on the phone has allowed me to stay
informed of calls One job was the only driver to respond only knew if the job when the phone went off

5/12/2015 1 08 PM

355

every time we go out we use the mapping system to get us there quickly

5/12/2015 1 01 PM

356

Some members use BART as primary use Also good for relief crews

5/12/2015 12 59 PM

357

However have asked Vic Fire to re page for a driver as cannot see one marked as attending which one
responded and we got the truck out of the station

5/12/2015 12 56 PM

358

All the time makes it easier to find any incident quicker

5/12/2015 12 55 PM

359

The map feature is extremely good and helps with finding fastest routes to an incident thereby cutting
response times down Much easier than looking up a melways or getting someone else to

5/12/2015 12 53 PM

360

Didn't have driver so used to get one

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

361

Have a map to incident to be able to take most direct route

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

362

dlat pager battery or when pager has been left at home still received messages via bart

5/12/2015 12 49 PM

363

Not necessarily saved lives but is an important piece of software if members don't have their pagers on them
(Which happens often)

5/12/2015 12 43 PM

364

Has activated when pager has failed ncreases activation of members when this occurs or you leave your
pager at home accidentally

5/12/2015 12 40 PM

365

By providing a map location of incident This helps

5/12/2015 12 39 PM

366

The location maps have helped speed up response times

5/12/2015 12 38 PM

367

Pager left on silent accidentally after meeting BART woke me up for call

5/12/2015 12 37 PM

368

updated situational awareness prior to arriving and ability to share via phone

5/12/2015 12 35 PM

369

Structure fire where member had forgotten his pager was able to attend Unfortunately didn't save the house
but certainly assisted

5/12/2015 12 35 PM

370

prefer Bart over pager because it is much easier and readable on my iPhone as an app than the pager half
the people over 50 would struggle to read pager

5/12/2015 12 34 PM

371

Bart has increased our turn out times due to map and responding crew display
to every brigade and there community

5/12/2015 12 34 PM

372

When the pager system has failed

5/12/2015 12 33 PM

373

Was on way home no pager bart meant i could call in and respond

5/12/2015 12 32 PM

374

BART has improved communication but getting clear message to many volunteer fire fighters getting more
people to the station quicker

5/12/2015 12 27 PM

375

numerous times that our unit has been using BART there have been reports from members that thier pager
has not received and if it wasnt for Bart activating they would not of known of the job

5/12/2015 12 25 PM

376

Fire Calls to members that alert them when they do not have their pagers on them

5/12/2015 12 24 PM

377

Yes my pager didn't receive the message but bart Did

5/12/2015 12 24 PM
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378

Alerting of incidents every time
time

379

We have members that dont want to take there pager with them But take phone everywhere We have had
those members turnout so would have to save property and lives

5/12/2015 12 21 PM

380

mproved brigade response times

5/12/2015 12 20 PM

381

Early alert when Battery Flat in my pager as it comes up on my work laptop

5/12/2015 12 19 PM

382

Bart is absolutely critical to our brigade response capability t clearly defines who is responding and if we have
drivers and sufficient crew it is great for me as an officer to plan and monitor our response especially during
the day

5/12/2015 12 18 PM

383

Easy to read instructions locations

5/12/2015 12 17 PM

384

Providing directions with a map

5/12/2015 12 15 PM

385

Provided a pin point on a map where a grass fire was threatening a structure and were able to find the
location with ease

5/12/2015 12 13 PM

386

prevented massive fire spread

5/12/2015 12 06 PM

387

as we some times forget our pagers but never our phones we get crews to the station just from the bart
system go off on your phone

5/12/2015 12 05 PM

388

Grass fire in pomonal

5/12/2015 12 05 PM

389

We were unsure of the route to a particular job and Bart mapped it perfect quicker than the way the others
wanted to go and it helped save a couple of minutes and we saved a shed

5/12/2015 12 04 PM

390

To alert people who's pagers are flat or not working

5/12/2015 12 04 PM

391

t has saved a few properties because the brigade has reached the scene on

use the BART to help me locate the incident less time working out exactly where it is more time on the job

5/12/2015 12 22 PM

5/12/2015 12 04 PM

392

Pager didn't go off for two key people for a Road Rescue BART alerted them to the incident and they were
able to respond

5/12/2015 12 00 PM

393

A TRUCK ROLL OVER THAT OCCURED BART WENT OFF BEFORE MY ACTUAL PAG NG SYSTEM D D

5/12/2015 11 59 AM

394

No specifically but it provides another means of receiving notifications and is likely to increase response

5/12/2015 11 58 AM

395

thats a loaded and or egotistical question ( hope the rest of the questions are a lot more intelligent then thi)s
though you could argue that the person placing the call re property damage or life effected is the proper
recipient of this accolade

5/12/2015 11 57 AM

396

have had several times where my pager has failed to activate and my only notification of a fire call was
BART

5/12/2015 11 56 AM

397

Bart is like a secondary pager when have left my pager in my room while washing the phone has gone off
loudly which made me here the alert Very helpful

5/12/2015 11 53 AM

398

Provides pin point location to a road crash with the maps that appear on BART

5/12/2015 11 51 AM

399

t is great for instant call outs

5/12/2015 11 51 AM

400

at SES we are not first responders but help with the outcome so indirectly it helps us

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

401

Not specifically But its all about information so inevitably it will And ultimately its about how BART is used

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

402

Yes Notification of a call out when pager was flat

5/12/2015 11 44 AM

403

BART has helped plan crews for several Road Crash Rescue's within our unit

5/12/2015 11 42 AM

404

there have been occasional times when the pager has been left at home and without BART would not have
known about the incident/s Particularly during summer with a large scale grass fire that was threatening
homes live stock and our town

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

405

That said our brigade is only testing BART at this point in time There is a concept we have started
discussing where we may consider providing local Community Fire Guard groups with access to BART
using BART to advise our community of emergency situations earlier

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

406

Much easier to read then reading off a pager

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

407

For fires

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

408

With the maps on bart we can save time by pin pointing where the job is With cfa pagers they only give you
melways reference The only way Bart can get better if possible is to show where fire plugs are

5/12/2015 11 41 AM
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409

When my pager failed on many occasions

5/12/2015 11 39 AM

410

Pager left on vibrate Bart notified

5/12/2015 11 38 AM

411

We have had occasion when pagers have not activated for all members on a rescue the bart app ensures we
have an additional alerting option and provides easy detail to accelerate response

5/12/2015 11 38 AM

412

Being away from home in winter not taking pager or flat pager and no batteries
Saturday night Bart on my iPhone is very effective

5/12/2015 11 36 AM

413

Tells you location of where it is

5/12/2015 11 32 AM

414

Has given the location of a job even though initial details were scarce

5/12/2015 11 30 AM

415

Many members do not carry pager all the time however we all have smart phones this has lead to many
additional responses also very useful for members that are attending areas on holidays to get log i rather than
a spare pager

5/12/2015 11 30 AM

416

Although most were alerted by Pager and BART others only have BART and were quick to respond
particularly when private vehicles are used and property loss was kept to a minimum

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

417

Fire calls

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

418

Our response rate has improved vastly over the way things were done in the past When our team members
aren't on call most of them switch off the pager Calls coming through before BART were missed We
currently have 11 team members and 7 pagers so with BART most of our members are connected

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

419

t allows us to know who is turning out and therefor call in extra support if needed

5/12/2015 11 28 AM

420

Yes it helped our Brigade in saving a property from being burnt down as we knew who was going to attend
the Fire

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

421

Bart app is very inportant if my pager goes down i have my bart app is avaliable esp on fire ground or my
brigade can inform me an other member are fully up to date whats going on

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

422

With the current paging system that CFA uses there are a lot of black spots state wide have responded to a
fire call via BART as my pager didnt activate also know at least a dozen other members had the same
problem

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

423

A recent lightning strike call out at midnight BART woke us up but the pager was in another room which we
would not have heard

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

424

More information given than on a pager

5/12/2015 11 26 AM

425

Uncontrolled Grass fire heading towards a residence BART sent a message for extra appliances
to leave my workplace to attend

426

t provides a map direct to scene

5/12/2015 11 24 AM

427

When pager never worked bart still did which meant could turn out

5/12/2015 11 22 AM

428

Bart continually assists in the deployment of CFA volunteers to perform the critical role of protecting our
communities in times of emergency by providing another response tool supporting the pager system

5/12/2015 11 22 AM

429

Bart provides useful features such as attendance status maps and travel directions this adds to the overall
effectiveness of our response capabilities

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

430

Enabling Some members who don't have pagers to respond also providing everyone with a map of where the
ncident is helps with the getting the truck there

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

431

During major storm event Multiple calls pager missed some but Bart was more reliable due to geographic
location

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

432

house fire 2 km away on a

was able

didn't have my pager on me and bart alerted me to a car accident The man survived

5/12/2015 11 25 AM

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

433

Maps make finding incidents more quickly

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

434

Coastguard callouts which have definitely saved property & potentially lives

5/12/2015 11 19 AM

435

Although having the map instantly available on the phone does assist with the initial response which can then
be verified against further information provided and map books

5/12/2015 11 19 AM

436

Didnt have my pager at the time Bart went off allowed me to respond to the station in time

5/12/2015 11 18 AM

437

Well potentially as it is a more easily accessible product as people have the hardware to download the app as
per shortage of pagers extra members available to attend can't really be gauged but it is definitely an asset to
members and has the scope to save lives

5/12/2015 11 17 AM
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Within my SES unit only about half of our members have pagers By using BART we can ensure that every
member has notification of jobs when the happen Quite often the crews that turnout have been notified only
by BART

5/12/2015 11 17 AM

439

hate the pager system and never carry it i now get 100'/ Msgs

440

t advices me of a fence fire which was very close to the house

441

Not specifically but the fact location of incident is included is a bloody god send
instantly without having to mess around with a map or SatNav

442

Paging system was down Bart still worked and was quicker than the phone call out to all members to activate
them

5/12/2015 11 15 AM

443

Possibly Map function shows best route and instant location identification resulting in fastest possible "on
scene" response

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

444

i did not have my pager on me and if i did not have bart i would have not have received the call out

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

445

5/12/2015 11 17 AM
was 2nd at the station because of the BART
can respond to a job

do not have a pager and rely on bart to notify me of a fire call

5/12/2015 11 17 AM
5/12/2015 11 15 AM

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

446

On Road Crash Call outs

5/12/2015 11 11 AM

447

work in a Wi Fi rich environment and regularly do not receive pager messages or only get part messages or
scrambled messages BART saves me as do get the BART message This is especially important for code 1
responses The mapping function is incredibly helpfull

5/12/2015 11 10 AM

448

With every call out there is potential for property or life loss

5/12/2015 11 10 AM

449

Very

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

450

use Bart alongside my pager and find in some instances Bart comes through faster than the pager

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

451

Left pager at home relied on BART for grass fire

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

452

t helps with travel times to jobs with the built in map feature

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

453

Every call out

5/12/2015 11 08 AM

454

t has made getting to calls easier for the volunteers rather than using a melways

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

455

t has helped as a backup for attendance when have not had my pager on me attending 3 fire calls in this
manner

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

456

When pager s in a black spot

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

457

When the pagers is out of battery's and Bart is working well to let me know when a fire is alight

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

458

When my pager hasn't gone off for some reason and bart has notified me of a vehicle collision

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

459

The map allows us to easily see where an incident is and use that to navigate our way directly and quickly
there

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

460

Co ordinating response of our second appliance and to go direct (integrated brigade)

5/12/2015 11 06 AM
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20

You know how many crew are turning out and most importantly you know if you have a driver on the way

5/24/2015 2 09 PM

21

Crew attendance log shows if members are responding or not this is very handy in small brigades with
members spread all over area on different farms members can see if others are going direct to incident or not
available to respond make easier for crew at station knowing who to wait for

5/24/2015 1 54 PM

22

Quick and easy to have conversations with all brigade members

5/24/2015 12 16 PM

23

As volunteers your not sure who is able to turn out but bart when used correctly lets everyone know

5/23/2015 10 53 PM

24

for non pager members and new members

5/23/2015 10 11 PM

25

You know who has responded

5/23/2015 6 48 PM

26

Some places pagers don't work (shopping centre) where BART works

5/22/2015 9 08 PM

27

Using Chat

5/21/2015 10 21 PM

28

BART's features helps crews to stay connected and with more and more members having smart phones and
carrying them with them it makes communication more direct

5/21/2015 8 27 PM

29

Members who live further from the unit have a better idea of the urgency for them to attend by checking the
attendance log for each job

5/21/2015 6 16 PM

30

Several members had left their pagers in the house but had their phones with them

5/21/2015 4 59 PM

31

not fully utilising at moment due to older members not wishing to use Unit issue know

5/21/2015 12 04 PM

32

Knowing who Will respond to a call

5/20/2015 10 53 PM

33

During operations knowing who is available or not and the availability planner assists when members use it
great feature when we can get members to remember to use the system

5/20/2015 6 52 PM

34

we use the attendance functionality all the time it speeds up decision making significantly

5/20/2015 6 23 PM

35

knowing respondents to a turn out is an advantage to crewing

5/20/2015 10 24 AM

36

t helps organising crews for particular training events being held

5/20/2015 9 15 AM

37

Yes because you don't need to carry a pager everywhere and have it on And the current pages aren't very
user friendly BART makes a fantastic alternative t is also great for when there isn't a pager available for new
recruits

5/20/2015 7 45 AM

38

Easily able to see if people are attending sessions call or events

5/20/2015 12 26 AM

39

As above comments Also with notifying members other brigade events and meetings

5/19/2015 10 05 PM

40

don't rely on pager or text from captain

5/19/2015 9 53 PM

41

Provides availabilities and assists in organization Know who is coming to an event both turnouts and
training

5/19/2015 2 27 PM

42

Easy to read and operate very acessible phone always with me

5/19/2015 1 10 PM

43

the chat allows better communication for events etc

5/19/2015 12 59 PM

44

Not as yet

5/19/2015 11 08 AM

45

We can see who is attending a job and if we need to call for further crew members also we can see how
many members will be attending the training and organise accordingly

5/19/2015 11 01 AM

46

im saying no as there is only four members using it at this stage but i am slowing adding others but from what
i have seen at this time i believe i would be very good for this purpose

5/19/2015 9 25 AM

47

a communication tool between members

5/19/2015 6 47 AM

48

Getting messages to all members makes organizing crews and trainings a lot easier

5/18/2015 11 53 PM

49

can answer if they are coming

5/18/2015 7 34 PM

50

Tracking of crew members

5/18/2015 7 19 PM

51

cant answer

5/18/2015 5 23 PM

52

Unsure if it has made it any easier for those that organise Has been handy as often dont have pager with me

5/18/2015 2 54 PM

53

Peoples availability can be easily seen for organising crews over busy times

5/18/2015 2 35 PM

54

We're still getting used to it but it will help in the future

5/18/2015 2 03 PM
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55

Not every member actually fills out the attendance so at the moment it doesn't work

5/18/2015 1 38 PM

56

easier to get info to members without pager

5/18/2015 12 00 PM

57

t keeps all our members informed specially those without pagers

5/18/2015 10 21 AM

58

Being able to use the voting buttons allows and gives indication to who is attending

5/18/2015 9 50 AM

59

t's easier to show that you are coming to training

5/17/2015 11 16 PM

60

Crew availability and the chat function allows good communication between members as a group

5/17/2015 11 04 PM

61

Pager system does not work in all parts of Gisborne BART does

5/17/2015 10 11 PM

62

Members from my Coast Guard flotilla are supporting a smaller flotilla with incident response BART allows
our members to monitor if the other flotilla has been able to field a response crew or if they need our
assistance too

5/17/2015 9 50 PM

63

Yes we can message each other for an instant response

5/17/2015 9 17 PM

64

Haven't really utilised this feature yet but i'm hopeful that we will at some stage

5/17/2015 8 08 PM

65

As above

5/17/2015 7 39 PM

66

Allows the brigade to know how many members and who are attending or not attending

5/17/2015 7 29 PM

67

When travelling to a call out its great to know how many others are attending

5/17/2015 7 10 PM

68

Easy alert system

5/17/2015 7 00 PM

69

Easy alert system

5/17/2015 7 00 PM

70

As not all members have pagers BART as an easier option to notify everyone of what is going on

5/17/2015 6 41 PM

71

Can get an instant reponse

5/17/2015 3 37 PM

72

Much easier for crewing up appliances

5/17/2015 12 37 PM

73

Bart allows specific details of crews to be seen and those members that are responding This allows crew
leaders to plan crew make up and tasks before the fire truck leaves the station

5/17/2015 11 14 AM

74

Easier to contact and get feedback from multiple members

5/17/2015 11 05 AM

75

t helps to let you know who you have coming so you can plan

5/17/2015 10 40 AM

76

You can reach members that don't carry their CFA pagers

5/17/2015 9 35 AM

77

Know who is attending and map shows location

5/17/2015 7 07 AM

78

Not everybody carries their pager every day but most of them will watch BART messages on their phones So
short notice issues/requests are now responded to faster and by more of our members

5/17/2015 12 01 AM

79

Has allowed for more personnel to be available via messaging system

5/16/2015 11 43 PM

80

Knowing who's coming

5/16/2015 11 30 PM

81

Not everyone have there pager on them

5/16/2015 11 12 PM

82

The ability to contact all brigade members with messages regarding training

5/16/2015 9 37 PM

83

See answer for Q6

5/16/2015 8 32 PM

84

As above

5/16/2015 8 30 PM

85

with lack of pagers available to members BART has helped get info to new members

5/16/2015 8 03 PM

86

like the fact that you can see who has responded and you know is coming instead of waiting for crews to turn
up it saves time and if we don't have enough people we can organise extra people if needed Also the map
feature gives you an idea of where to go which saves time looking up the map book

5/16/2015 7 19 PM

87

knowing who is attending

5/16/2015 6 29 PM

88

Getting numbers

5/16/2015 3 49 PM

89

Messages and updates can easily be sent/received

5/16/2015 3 40 PM

90

All get messages and updates whereby new members that didn't have pagers received nothing or too late

5/16/2015 3 31 PM

91

For organising day time crews

5/16/2015 3 12 PM
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92

t seems to work better than cfa pagers

5/16/2015 2 01 PM

93

You know who is coming

5/16/2015 1 58 PM

94

See who is responding to the call out Notify all brigade members Easily

5/16/2015 12 42 PM

95

t has helped us to know who is coming and how fair away they are

5/16/2015 12 02 PM

96

As we dont have enough pagers & gives us an indication how many we have turning out

5/16/2015 12 01 PM

97

At the present our unit is trialling garton

5/16/2015 10 29 AM

98

f your pager doesnt elert you bart should and you can responed with yes or no on turning out with bart

5/16/2015 9 37 AM

99

am always aware now of trainings and can find past messages more easily using BART

5/16/2015 8 27 AM

personally find Bart better

100

Yes we know who is attending each incident before we get to the station by using our BART app

5/16/2015 12 16 AM

101

Messages recieved on mobile phones thus more front of vision than pager

5/15/2015 11 09 PM

102

Organized

5/15/2015 11 00 PM

103

Easy to see number of crew members turning out

5/15/2015 10 47 PM

104

Knowing who is turning out

5/15/2015 10 36 PM

105

As above

5/15/2015 10 10 PM

106

BART makes operations much easier by informing members of location time and members present etc

5/15/2015 8 55 PM

107

At times yes Members with Windows have afew problems

5/15/2015 8 43 PM

108

Ability to confirm availability is very helpful

5/15/2015 7 54 PM

109

you can rely on it

5/15/2015 5 26 PM

110

Don"t have to carry pager

5/15/2015 4 52 PM

111

get all the relevant information now as always have my phone on me for work

5/15/2015 4 37 PM

112

Only just starting to use it effectively

5/15/2015 4 27 PM

113

t's easier and more pleasant to read than the pager

5/15/2015 4 00 PM

114

been able to know straight away if enough members are attending etc

5/15/2015 3 49 PM

115

Unknown at this point in time by myself

5/15/2015 3 01 PM

116

Bart gives you the liberty of knowing who is on their way to the station

5/15/2015 1 55 PM

117

t alows Me as training officer to know who is coming to training

5/15/2015 1 02 PM

118

You know who is coming

5/15/2015 12 36 PM

119

i know who is turning out

5/15/2015 12 00 PM

120

When you can see who is attending it is easy for teh lieytenant/crew leader plan responsibilities

5/15/2015 11 47 AM

121

The chat function help with communication within the station

5/15/2015 11 42 AM

122

Enables our brigade to provide reminders to all members of dates crews and times of training and meetings

5/15/2015 11 33 AM

123

As more members get the hang of using it they are letting the duty officer know of their attendance or
otherwise

5/15/2015 11 14 AM

124

Using the attendees function we can see who available or going

5/15/2015 11 12 AM

125

t help so much because you can see who is available at an instant

5/15/2015 10 42 AM

126

Knowing who is responding to station to allow easier crewing of appliances

5/15/2015 10 36 AM

127

Pagers are one way communication and time consuming To log in etc Bart is simple quick and two way using
chat The thumbs up and down are handy for paging too

5/15/2015 10 31 AM

128

Members can respond straight back with their mobile phones Quicker response from members Everyone
carries their phone all the time so members receive messages etc more quickly

5/15/2015 10 30 AM

129

t is a lot easier to organise social BBQs etc when numbers are clear and easy to see

5/15/2015 10 26 AM

130

Knowing who is able to attend makes organizing easier

5/15/2015 9 58 AM
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131

For general brigade chat finding someone else to fill in for raffle duty to notify of cleaning duty teams and to
notify if any appliances are away or in station

5/15/2015 9 54 AM

132

enabled word to be sent to mobiles account not all having pagers or not wanting to carry pagers at work

5/15/2015 9 17 AM

133

Easier than a pager to read messages

5/15/2015 9 03 AM

134

Member availability

5/15/2015 8 46 AM

135

trying to promote bart but old members don't like to much change

5/15/2015 8 10 AM

136

trying to promote bart but old members don't like to much change

5/15/2015 8 10 AM

137

Notification to members of goings on and training very efficient as most members have bart

5/15/2015 8 05 AM

138

My role is fire fighter not crew leader

5/15/2015 7 57 AM

139

t allows you to see how many crew intend on attending giving you the knowledge you need to decide wether
to wait an extra 2 mins or not

5/15/2015 7 50 AM

140

i dont organise crews or anything yet but found it informative keeping up to date on training and things to do
with the brigade

5/15/2015 3 32 AM

141

But only beginning to utilise this option

5/15/2015 1 53 AM

142

Better communication via the chat feature

5/15/2015 1 52 AM

143

availability and who's responding

5/15/2015 1 35 AM

144

Helps me greatly when forget my pager

5/15/2015 1 25 AM

145

Msging and mapping

5/15/2015 12 44 AM

146

Helping inform them of training

5/15/2015 12 09 AM

147

info past through chat function

5/14/2015 11 51 PM

148

Yes saves time and phone calls

5/14/2015 11 48 PM

149

Especially with administration messages and replying to questions

5/14/2015 11 32 PM

150

Has help my unit a lot of times when some members pagers are down

5/14/2015 11 31 PM

151

more aware of who is and not responding

5/14/2015 11 23 PM

152

t helps us to organize crews that are going away on strike tream

5/14/2015 11 06 PM

153

Ease of adence details and the map to incident

5/14/2015 10 58 PM

154

Everone on the same page attending or not or as backup when the shit hits the fan

5/14/2015 10 56 PM

155

With the Chat feature and for members that have just joined the unit and they have not been supplied a Pager
by State and they turn out to storm jobs using Bart Messages

5/14/2015 10 51 PM

156

Messages get through where occasionally pager messages do not Also easier to read

5/14/2015 10 50 PM

157

Reminders

5/14/2015 10 43 PM

158

Chat feature and knowing who has seen the message and responds by acknowledging

5/14/2015 10 38 PM

159

messages to device that is carried by both members

5/14/2015 10 26 PM

160

know who is attending training

5/14/2015 10 19 PM

161

Beginning able to communicate via the message service
than several phone calls

162

We have an idea who is turning out

5/14/2015 9 59 PM

163

All members can communicate plan and organise training and or events

5/14/2015 9 58 PM

164

Most people have their phone's with them so they'll get the alert

5/14/2015 9 58 PM

165

The roster part of the app has blocks which are too big and is a bit clunky to populate with availability

5/14/2015 9 51 PM

166

Knowing who u have attending jobs and their qualifications is excellent

5/14/2015 9 47 PM

167

nstant feedback of who wants to attend and saves time with a dozen phone calls

5/14/2015 9 41 PM

Everyone aware via one simple message rather
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168

Members are usually more likey to be carrying their phones than pagers so it's easier to get them to
acknowledge a page message from the Bart app

5/14/2015 9 40 PM

169

Able to see if we have a crew turning out (small rural brigade)

5/14/2015 9 20 PM

170

Messages and attendances allow easy options where asking yes/no responses from members

5/14/2015 9 18 PM

171

t is better because every one has a mobile phone

5/14/2015 9 06 PM

172

Allows messaging between all brigade members at once

5/14/2015 9 02 PM

173

Know what members are on he way to a turnout

5/14/2015 8 56 PM

174

Knowing who's coming to the calls

5/14/2015 8 54 PM

175

Yes

5/14/2015 8 53 PM

176

BART allows the brigade to notify more members at the time of an incident as cfa cannot supply enough
pagers for all members

5/14/2015 8 38 PM

177

But we are working towards using it more

5/14/2015 8 34 PM

178

You almost straight away how many members are available and on their way

5/14/2015 8 29 PM

179

Not at this time Pagers are still used

5/14/2015 8 24 PM

180

just got last night

5/14/2015 8 22 PM

181

We get consistent messages

5/14/2015 8 20 PM

182

Same as above

5/14/2015 8 18 PM

183

we don't use it as we should at our brigade

5/14/2015 8 12 PM

184

f battery has gone flat in pager can use the Bart system as backup

5/14/2015 8 10 PM

185

To know who is coming and to fill in when there isnt enough pagers

5/14/2015 8 07 PM

186

one call makes contacting all members

5/14/2015 8 05 PM

187

t let's O C know who is going to jobs and can call and make any other arrangements

5/14/2015 8 02 PM

188

We know when people accept as an attendee at a job who will turn up & who won't

5/14/2015 8 01 PM

189

don't

5/14/2015 8 00 PM

190

Don't know as only just started using it

5/14/2015 7 56 PM

191

We have a good idea who is turning out at our satelite station at Darley
that BART have give the alert but a scrambled alert on the pager

192

You can see if a driver is on there way and who is attending

5/14/2015 7 54 PM

193

Easy to set up on a monitor and can organise crews before they even get at the station based on who logs
attendance when they see the message

5/14/2015 7 52 PM

194

Less to carry most always have phone

5/14/2015 7 46 PM

195

Easy to get a response quickly

5/14/2015 7 12 PM

196

you know who is responding and you can calculate the time of their arrival

5/14/2015 7 09 PM

197

nstant clearer message to your phone instead of also checking a pager

5/14/2015 7 07 PM

198

Can hand everything on phone directional maps to emergencys

5/14/2015 7 04 PM

199

Some what as it is easy for them to indicate members avalibilty f it was fully implemented this would help

5/14/2015 6 55 PM

200

t is quick and easy to use to contact all of our vols

5/14/2015 6 54 PM

201

You can quickly determine if there is a full crew available

5/14/2015 6 53 PM

202

Ba traing truck roster

5/14/2015 6 41 PM

203

As a brigade we started using Bart to see what it can do as we gain confidence with it we have tried using it
for availability rosters and as a part of training We still use pagers as well as emails as a back up

5/14/2015 6 34 PM

204

Get reminders and follow through

5/14/2015 6 28 PM

205

Younger members always have their phones on them

5/14/2015 6 22 PM
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206

Hasent been used like that in our brigade

5/14/2015 6 21 PM

207

Another tool with instant feedback

5/14/2015 6 20 PM

208

Easier to read better detail However we have lots of areas without mobile phone access so there are
downsides as well meaning that many members still have to use pagers

5/14/2015 6 16 PM

209

People can acknowledge if they are attending training or not

5/14/2015 6 14 PM

210

Easy to see what crew is responding and if more are needed

5/14/2015 6 13 PM

211

Can use the chat feature to organize things

5/14/2015 6 08 PM

212

At a glance know which members need to call when heading to a turn out

5/14/2015 6 03 PM

213

By responding the trainer knows who is comming to training

5/14/2015 6 03 PM

214

As most people carry/use smart phones thes days it provides a better and more efficient method of
communication tha pagers

5/14/2015 5 55 PM

215

As now all members have contact whith each other

5/14/2015 5 49 PM

216

we can see who has accepted or declined straightaway saves having to ring around

5/14/2015 5 41 PM

217

Only 30 % of our members have pagers so bart has been great to get to all members

5/14/2015 5 40 PM

218

t gives us instant feedback on numbers for training etc

5/14/2015 5 39 PM

219

the chat we can see who going

5/14/2015 5 35 PM

220

WHERE THE CREWS NEED TO BE AT A G VEN T ME

5/14/2015 5 31 PM

221

Used to remind crew of meetings tanker roster and training

5/14/2015 5 30 PM

222

Didnt need to carry my pager with me all the time

5/14/2015 5 28 PM

223

t keeps us all informed as to trainings & meetings etc

5/14/2015 5 24 PM

224

We are able to see who is attending calls whilst en route

5/14/2015 5 23 PM

225

t is very helpful to see who is attending

5/14/2015 5 17 PM

226

Some people unable to take pagers on to work site but you can still take phones and get details through the
bart app on phone

5/14/2015 5 15 PM

227

More people carrie their phone over pager and everyone checks their phones more often

5/14/2015 5 14 PM

228

Haven't really started taking full advantage off as not all brigade members have Some don't have compatible
devices which will x\cause an issue

5/14/2015 5 14 PM

229

Using the in built chat system with in bart allows crews to respond straight away after a pager goes out allow
a idea for numbers attending training

5/14/2015 5 10 PM

230

Easy use of thumbs up or down

5/14/2015 5 05 PM

231

Helps get information if away from pager

5/14/2015 5 02 PM

232

Used as a paging service

5/14/2015 4 47 PM

233

Don't always carry pager but always got phone

5/14/2015 4 45 PM

234

Bart has made it better as not everyone has a pager on them at all time so Bart is good for letting people
know when things are happening in the group

5/14/2015 4 34 PM

235

Having the list of members attending or not available to everybody is handy for organizing events Plus it get
the work out to everyone at once

5/14/2015 4 29 PM

236

Who's avaliable letting members know out training

5/14/2015 4 28 PM

237

easy to read info with great links to address details etc

5/14/2015 4 26 PM

238

Everyone always has a mobile on them and can respond immediately

5/14/2015 4 22 PM

239

You know who's coming to the station and what skills they have You then know if it's worthwhile waiting for
people or just to go with who you've got

5/14/2015 4 18 PM
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240

t allows members to access past messages (to check if they missed something on their pager) receive
administration messages (to organise crews training etc) even if they might not be currently operational (i e
recruits non operational members or even someone who leaves their pager at home when they're working
etc )

5/14/2015 4 18 PM

241

Knowing what crew are on route to station to plan ahead

5/14/2015 4 11 PM

242

Knowing availability of Unit Members

5/14/2015 4 08 PM

243

Allowing user to see who's responding to station has enabled brigade to turn out more efficiently

5/14/2015 4 07 PM

244

those members who don't have pagers can still get the message

5/14/2015 3 59 PM

245

Easier to view larger admin messages than on a pager

5/14/2015 3 58 PM

246

don't get to callouts without BART unless someone phones me

5/14/2015 3 56 PM

247

yes knowing of who is coming to attend

5/14/2015 3 53 PM

248

To know who is available and when training nites are on or changeed

5/14/2015 3 53 PM

249

Hard to say Not everyone has smart phones Training reminders are sent as SMS

5/14/2015 3 52 PM

250

Would help so the brigade know who is already on each job

5/14/2015 3 48 PM

251

CFA doesn't want us to use BART

5/14/2015 3 47 PM

252

t is a good way of alerting members to training and events as almost everyone has their phone on them all the
time This is not always the case with the pagers

5/14/2015 3 41 PM

253

get the Bart alert very fast and it has a good sound to notify me

5/14/2015 3 40 PM

254

You can see who is turning out

5/14/2015 3 38 PM

255

as above

5/14/2015 3 37 PM

256

Helps inform members of whom is attending or on standby and who is unavailable Has the map function to
assist with location of the incident The chat function is very useful whenbused correctly

5/14/2015 3 37 PM

257

Our brigade has not adopted that side of things

5/14/2015 3 36 PM

258

Being able to send admin messages and having people say yes and no rather making phone calls

5/14/2015 3 35 PM

259

As above

5/14/2015 3 32 PM

260

Strike teams

5/14/2015 3 32 PM

261

As you can provide communications between members via messaging system

5/14/2015 3 31 PM

262

Training days community events

5/14/2015 3 31 PM

263

Be able to tell who is around

5/14/2015 3 30 PM

264

Provide turn out response

5/14/2015 3 29 PM

265

Not all members carry their pagers but always have their phone They get the message and respond straight
away

5/14/2015 3 29 PM

266

Better comms

5/14/2015 3 26 PM

267

Having the ability for members to alert the entire Brigade as to whether they can attend a fire makes
management of a voluntar brigade more efficient

5/14/2015 3 25 PM

268

We are thinking about how can we fit Bart to the fire station and fire trucks

5/14/2015 3 24 PM

269

Ability to know if further crew will arrive at station or ability to confirm numbers for training has been a great
benefit

5/14/2015 3 24 PM

270

Brigade training

5/14/2015 3 23 PM

271

Only a little not all people have smart phones BART is slower in getting the alert than the pager although it
does mean you can see the alerts later

5/14/2015 3 23 PM

272

Members without pagers or who have not got their pager with them can still be alerted of upcoming training
sessions and crew requirements

5/14/2015 3 17 PM

273

yes we have access to contact details and names we can call missing members see job details more easily
than the regulation pager couldn't be an SES volunteer without BART

5/14/2015 3 15 PM
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274

Alerting people of fires

5/14/2015 3 14 PM

275

As the map shows where the incident is people that are close by can respond quicker

5/14/2015 3 14 PM

276

Able to contact the correct member to allow the truck to respond earlier

5/14/2015 3 13 PM

277

t great to know who is turning out

5/14/2015 3 13 PM

278

Bart is making it easier for our brigade to get crews for strike teams sent out to all members of our brigade

5/14/2015 3 09 PM

279

Rostering and knowing who is available

5/14/2015 3 08 PM

280

Knowing crew a avalibility

5/14/2015 3 05 PM

281

With the button to say you are going or not

5/14/2015 3 04 PM

282

Attendance and responding organisation

5/14/2015 3 01 PM

283

Good to know whos turning out/training

5/14/2015 2 58 PM

284

Knowing who is coming to an event and when someone forgets there pager it's always there

5/14/2015 2 57 PM

285

Many blind spots where pagers fail cellular data technology is growing and almost always in range

5/14/2015 2 55 PM

286

Availability roster

5/14/2015 2 52 PM

287

Cant say i dont do any admin stuff

5/14/2015 2 48 PM

288

They can read the information your send

5/14/2015 2 48 PM

289

They can read the information your send

5/14/2015 2 48 PM

290

They can read the information your send

5/14/2015 2 47 PM

291

t's there as a extra msg if our pagers don't work

5/14/2015 2 46 PM

292

Very multiple pages quickly and easily

5/14/2015 2 45 PM

293

Definitely again wirth the pager issues we have experienced BART has come in very handy Also it is great
for new members and non operational members who can be issued with a BART account and use the app to
keep apprised of activities and messages

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

294

Able to openly discuss details with members

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

295

As per qn2 often dont get a pager msg but always get the bart msg

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

296

Strike teams

5/14/2015 2 42 PM

297

Definitely yes Saturation of information to volunteers increases response attendance and situation
information

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

298

Know who is responding saves a lot of phone calls chasing people up

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

299

Able to provide further and more detailed information regarding events and training

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

300

Using the thumbs up or down option

5/14/2015 2 40 PM

301

to know who is going to training and or jobs

5/14/2015 2 39 PM

302

Yes great for sending msg

5/14/2015 2 39 PM

303

Response from members is great

5/14/2015 2 36 PM

304

Good for people without pagers

5/14/2015 2 35 PM

305

Training messages can be sent out on the day as most of our members don't carry pagers

5/14/2015 2 34 PM

306

t has allowed us to contact members who for what ever reason are not carrying pagers

5/14/2015 2 32 PM

307

The maps on Bart are fast way to get truck on scen

5/14/2015 2 31 PM

308

Training and important information is easy to read and easy to communicate to brigade

5/14/2015 2 31 PM

309

Much simpler to use compared to a pager

5/14/2015 2 28 PM

310

like how you can see who is responding to calls

5/14/2015 2 28 PM

311

We use the chat to msg members and let them know what is going on

5/14/2015 2 26 PM

312

You know who is attending

5/14/2015 2 25 PM
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313

mmediate viewing of response from members while at or on route

5/14/2015 2 25 PM

314

Page for availability and people can thumbs up or down

5/14/2015 2 24 PM

315

As you can see who will be coming

5/14/2015 2 23 PM

316

Knowing who is available

5/14/2015 2 22 PM

317

Allows most members to signal their attendance quickly Unfortunately not all members have a compatible
mobile phone nor access to a web browser often enough to make a difference here

5/14/2015 2 22 PM

318

As above

5/14/2015 2 21 PM

319

Some members do not always have their pager with them but always have their phone

5/14/2015 2 17 PM

320

the chat function makes it easier to organise routine training as well as off the cuff training and helps
members share information

5/14/2015 2 17 PM

321

don't have a pager yet and found out about some relief crews being needed and was able to attend

5/14/2015 2 15 PM

322

n/a

5/14/2015 2 14 PM

323

Can see who is attending

5/14/2015 2 06 PM

324

Organizating teams

5/14/2015 2 01 PM

325

t make it a lot easier because most of our member have their phone on them more then their pager Due to
being at work or working outside

5/14/2015 1 52 PM

326

Better knowledge of likely attendance

5/14/2015 1 49 PM

327

We know who is available

5/14/2015 1 42 PM

328

Covers people who don't have pagers

5/14/2015 1 41 PM

329

People without pagers on them are able to be promptly informed

5/14/2015 1 39 PM

330

Not sure

5/14/2015 1 36 PM

331

From a personal perspective as a firefighter this makes it easier for me as do experience ad hoc pager and /
or mobile phone blackspots so the backup is vital BART also makes it easier for newer members without
pagers to receive messages and also for non operational members to receive administrative messages

5/14/2015 1 32 PM

332

Always Just a quick message out to the crew to get questions answered

5/14/2015 1 31 PM

333

Really good for sending training reminders and updates on equipment or vehicle resources Works well for
responding to incedents when there are gaps on our roster saves heaps of time and phone calls

5/14/2015 1 14 PM

334

Still working on getting member s on board

5/14/2015 1 14 PM

335

BART has made organising myself much easier and informing me of Brigade events

5/14/2015 1 08 PM

336

Receving written info is better than over the phone

5/14/2015 12 58 PM

337

Has made it easy to contact all our members that dont have pagers Now more are doing training because
they are in contact with all brigde messages

5/14/2015 12 52 PM

338

Good communication

5/14/2015 12 40 PM

339

Vastly more convenient than pagers and positive acknowledgement of respondees

5/14/2015 12 31 PM

340

You know how many crew members & what experience they have for that particular fire incident

5/14/2015 12 27 PM

341

Some farmers found pagers awkward to carry but phones ok

5/14/2015 12 20 PM

342

To find out whos comming

5/14/2015 12 17 PM

343

No but it helps with where we are going

5/14/2015 11 01 AM

344

BART on a mobile is a lot easier to read than on the standard issue EAS pagers therefore people are getting
all the information in an easier to read format therefore take the information in better Also as above more
members are carrying a mobile with BART than their EAS pagers now

5/14/2015 10 53 AM

345

BART allows members to interact by acknowledging attendance or non attendance for training calls and
other brigade activities that is sent out across the pager network simple and easy to use

5/14/2015 10 42 AM

346

Register availability

5/14/2015 10 24 AM

347

Members can use the app easier then the pager

5/14/2015 8 44 AM
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348

Being able to mark if going to the fire or unavailable saves a lot of time

5/14/2015 8 31 AM

349

Day time calls we know who is attending the station for call and how far they are away

5/13/2015 11 11 PM

350

We have found it very useful particularly for new members or support members who would not necessarily
receive a pager they can still be kept in the loop as to what is happening around the brigade

5/13/2015 11 05 PM

351

yes as the cfa only supply x amount of pagers and there is always a shortfall

5/13/2015 10 52 PM

352

You know Who is available for turnout

5/13/2015 10 44 PM

353

Bart is great for getting the message out and the thumbs up or down lets us know who can attend the training
sessions

5/13/2015 10 36 PM

354

We can communicate with each other easerly and can respond instantly to any requests

5/13/2015 10 32 PM

355

t allows us to convey messages to all members and not just those with pages

5/13/2015 10 22 PM

356

Makes organising crews a lot quicker knowing exact ETAs

5/13/2015 9 52 PM

357

Finding members for strike team

5/13/2015 9 46 PM

358

No but our brigade has just started using it

5/13/2015 9 35 PM

359

As a driver i can tell who is on or not on the truck most times before i even get there

5/13/2015 9 12 PM

360

As above and the accept decline option provide us with great feedback on who's turning out

5/13/2015 9 12 PM

361

travel interstate so pager doesn't work but BART does so easier to stay involved

5/13/2015 7 42 PM

362

t can assist in knowing whether drivers or other suitably qualified members are en route or will not be
attending making it possible to seek other members or resources

5/13/2015 7 25 PM

363

t helps organise the brigade by using the chat option and it's easier to discuss because it's written down

5/13/2015 7 20 PM

364

the unit knows who is attending and not attending

5/13/2015 7 13 PM

365

nstant notification

5/13/2015 6 48 PM

366

The ability to immediately confirm attendance for training and other events has been a real boon to the
Brigade

5/13/2015 6 43 PM

367

Didn't have pager on me

5/13/2015 6 21 PM

368

as we get more members aware we getting them to click on the responding icon so that we can allocate which
crew member to which appliance and also decide whether to wait for those responding or turn out with a small
crew

5/13/2015 6 18 PM

369

Can see member availability at a glance

5/13/2015 6 15 PM

370

By showing pager messages

5/13/2015 6 15 PM

371

Organising training and crew for multi brigade training nights

5/13/2015 5 40 PM

372

t allows people without pagers to still attend incidents

5/13/2015 5 05 PM

373

use Bart more than my pager

5/13/2015 4 56 PM

374

Can allow access to early member availablity

5/13/2015 4 44 PM

375

Haven't seen any difference

5/13/2015 4 44 PM

376

That all members can see who is coming to call outs and where they are on the maps in BART

5/13/2015 3 50 PM

377

Know instantly who has responded to a request for training meeting strike team and community education
events

5/13/2015 3 49 PM

378

As the new pager is almost unreadable and difficult to use having Bart makes it easier to read and understand
callout messages

5/13/2015 3 43 PM

379

we are about to get non emergency pages and messages much easier and quicker to read

5/13/2015 3 43 PM

380

People carry phones

5/13/2015 3 25 PM

381

more member are able to get messages about fires now

5/13/2015 2 43 PM

382

Being aware of who is going to turn up at the station and when is a greast help during turn outs

5/13/2015 2 40 PM

383

As another way to communicate the details

5/13/2015 2 33 PM
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384

Being a small brigade in numbers it allows us to know how many members responding to a call out"

5/13/2015 2 33 PM

385

We arrive at the station with a map and location and a brief description that can be easily read
and easier to decide which appliance to take

5/13/2015 2 30 PM

386

not every one carrys a pager all the time but there phone never leaves there side

5/13/2015 2 18 PM

387

Yes the chat function is a valuable tool for non emergency communication and decline function for turnouts
allows small brigades to manage their ability to respond

5/13/2015 1 53 PM

388

Organise training and who will be attending

5/13/2015 1 48 PM

389

Mainly because Bart has a very auidable alert noise and is very easy to read

5/13/2015 1 32 PM

390

Only on a personal level

5/13/2015 1 31 PM

391

Through facility to respond who is going to turnout to fire call and how long they will be This helps to know
how long for second truck to wait for crew before turning out Also for training it is helpful to know who is going
to turn up and how many Gives quick way of knowing who is available for manning the CC when required

5/13/2015 1 03 PM

392

Can help contact fallow crew members

5/13/2015 12 48 PM

393

Easy to open group chat amongst crews

5/13/2015 12 44 PM

394

Know who is attending

5/13/2015 12 32 PM

395

Map locations are good but limited in this area due to poor mobile coverage

5/13/2015 12 17 PM

396

Bart alert are late up to three hours after pager on non emergency administrative up to SEVEN hours usually
in the middle of middle night EMERGENCY 30minutes

5/13/2015 11 54 AM

397

as before plus as associate members who do not have pagers can follow proceedings and assist

5/13/2015 11 52 AM

398

recruits who had not been issued pagers could be notified using bart

5/13/2015 11 42 AM

399

t's mire convienient to have Bart on phone rather then Carry pager around

5/13/2015 11 37 AM

400

BART is a useful product for training and organising crew for non emergency jobs only

5/13/2015 11 14 AM

401

Not all members have smart phones but some have used it to mark availability But we have changed how
our crew teams function so it doesn't need to be done now

5/13/2015 11 05 AM

402

f all members respond we know if we have a crew without just waiting with the truck running and hoping
someone turns up

5/13/2015 10 47 AM

403

not allowed

5/13/2015 10 41 AM

404

USE OF THE THUMBS UP/DOWN ENABLES BETTER KNOWLEDGE OF WHO S ABLE TO TURN OUT

5/13/2015 10 24 AM

405

We know who is attending and who member availablity

5/13/2015 10 15 AM

406

knowing how many members are available at call

5/13/2015 10 01 AM

407

BUT it is not the CFA preferred method of communicating with members Our BMT uses BART as a primary
means of communicating with members about important events and matters Many members do not have
smartphones and requiring them to have a smartphone to receive such messages is discriminatory

5/13/2015 10 00 AM

408

t has allowed us to be notified easier

5/13/2015 9 58 AM

409

When pagers are not available or left pager somewhere else

5/13/2015 9 48 AM

410

We dont have internet access at CFA station (no coverage) and as such full functionality and capability is not
available to us

5/13/2015 9 39 AM

411

t helps get information and attendance out to staff quickly

5/13/2015 9 27 AM

412

You no who is turning out so you no crew numbers before you get to station

5/13/2015 9 26 AM

413

Turning out knowing members are coming

5/13/2015 9 13 AM

414

Being a rural brigade made up of farmers it helps us determine who is attending the incident We don't have
to make multiple phone calls to ensure we have a crew

5/13/2015 8 55 AM

415

nformation is passed on members that don't have pagers get messages

5/13/2015 8 54 AM

416

Feedback by ticking yes

5/13/2015 8 39 AM

417

Gets you to the station for fallout to turn out truck

5/13/2015 8 37 AM
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418

Because every one has their mobile phone with them and but not always their pager

5/13/2015 8 25 AM

419

Those members without pagers are now included in callouts via BART

5/13/2015 8 22 AM

420

Avoids having two skippers responding as the status of each responder is visible immediately Avoids the
phone call and the wait if the emergency number is busy

5/13/2015 7 38 AM

421

By members tapping the green response key officers know who is responding to either an incident or training
This gives a clear indication of available resources

5/13/2015 7 21 AM

422

as we are a country road rescue unit it is invaluable knowing if we have a couple of individual members that
can attend a job by going direct

5/13/2015 5 22 AM

423

Attendance record

5/13/2015 5 02 AM

424

Same as above

5/13/2015 2 50 AM

425

We use the attending functions to indicate availability on high fire danger days

5/13/2015 2 30 AM

426

the people tab showing who has accepted declined etc is very useful and the call through function is an
excellent way to connect with those who have also accepted

5/13/2015 1 30 AM

427

When organising crew you can look at the replys on one page rather than multiple text messages

5/13/2015 12 43 AM

428

For non emergency pager messages BART really shines The ability to ask concurrent questions to the whole
brigade (ie who can turn up to A who is going to be at training tonight who can help with B) and see lists of
respondents straight away is brilliant

5/13/2015 12 19 AM

429

Communication re training events

5/13/2015 12 16 AM

430

Allows immediate feedback from members to DO regarding turnout numbers

5/13/2015 12 05 AM

431

t is good to be able to see who is attending and their ETA

5/13/2015 12 04 AM

432

crews can notify of their attendance at jobs in advance this makes forward planning and resourcing much
quicker and allows us to respond to emergencies more effectively

5/12/2015 11 49 PM

433

Allow one to see who is turning out BUT the incorrect maps are really annoying

5/12/2015 11 49 PM

434

Contact with captain has been quick and effective

5/12/2015 11 35 PM

435

BART hooks into T and people always have their phones with them The sounds are also effective Chat is a
very helpful in communicating notices on a short time frame

5/12/2015 11 33 PM

436

easier for organising crews as we know who is turning out direct or meet the truck at the incident

5/12/2015 11 30 PM

437

Not as yet We still need an ipad in the vehicle to assist us Not in training

5/12/2015 11 20 PM

438

Ability for messages to reach a greater number of members with ease

5/12/2015 11 05 PM

439

carry one phone not pager and phone

5/12/2015 11 03 PM

440

Yes as personnel don't always have pager on them or battery in pager has run out but they all carry their
phones

5/12/2015 10 56 PM

441

know when meetings are on due to Bart text

5/12/2015 10 55 PM

442

Crews attendance for calls is noted

5/12/2015 10 43 PM

443

we have been using BART as an organising tool for crews and brigade general operation very handy tool for
communication b/n members for training meeting & other duties

5/12/2015 10 39 PM

444

by knowing how many members are attending training it enables better planning so that everybody can be
involved those that do press yes for attendance help arrange appropriately skilled crews for a particular job
what find more important is the members that decline availability not everybody remembers to acknowledge
the attending button for a turnout but if they take the effort to decline we know for sure they are not coming
This can be very important when the senior members or officers decline as it alerts the next most senior
member that they may need to step up & take charge

5/12/2015 10 34 PM

445

We can communicate instantly with crews

5/12/2015 10 34 PM

446

Know who is coming

5/12/2015 10 27 PM

447

Brigade knows what crew is available

5/12/2015 10 25 PM

448

we can see who is attending an incident or training

5/12/2015 10 24 PM

449

Being able to see who is able to attend makes planning easier

5/12/2015 10 18 PM
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450

Knowing who's responding to what job and their qualifications helps to prepare us for jobs

5/12/2015 9 57 PM

451

Confirmed attendance has been an effective communication tool

5/12/2015 9 55 PM

452

We are able to see on the station platform what members are available for training or call outs and send out
messages about training and get instant reply

5/12/2015 9 41 PM

453

Mapping is terrific Knowing who is on the way to the fire station for an incident is great

5/12/2015 9 40 PM

454

nformation re training exercises is passed on quickly with members able to respond on the BART app re
attendance

5/12/2015 9 37 PM

455

t allows us to respond and communicate to info that had been put out by the brigade

5/12/2015 9 34 PM

456

Everyone carries their phones on them not so often their pagers 'm out and about a lot so don't often see
the pager

5/12/2015 9 34 PM

457

members always have mobile with them not so with pager

5/12/2015 9 31 PM

458

The thumbs up button to say if a member is coming to a call or not has made it better for

5/12/2015 9 31 PM

459

By seeing is attending and available has made organising crews easier than a phone call

5/12/2015 9 30 PM

460

Not all the members carry thier pagers all the time and so organising crew or numbers at training would
suggest are better

5/12/2015 9 29 PM

461

Fast immediate response collated for unt duty officers

5/12/2015 9 27 PM

462

very helpful to know what appliance Drivers are on the way and how far away they are Also specialist skill
operators like BA Road Rescue etc

5/12/2015 9 25 PM

463

nstant feedback and status on crew availability

5/12/2015 9 23 PM

464

As the majority of our members are farmers there is a reluctance to carry pagers They use their mobiles for
running their businesses so always have them

5/12/2015 9 21 PM

465

we know who is coming or not without hassle of calling them or text

5/12/2015 9 20 PM

466

The app is easy to use and much easier to use than the pager Older members and more responsive with it

5/12/2015 9 18 PM

467

once again mobile phones are more accepted than pagers

5/12/2015 9 17 PM

468

CFA paging system is extended via BART therefore members without pagers but with BART are able to
receive same info as those with pagers

5/12/2015 9 14 PM

469

t makes it really handy for daytime crewing

5/12/2015 9 10 PM

470

We don't have enough pagers for all members this provides a means of contacting the other members

5/12/2015 9 05 PM

471

Often have phone with me at work when it is not possible to carry pager

5/12/2015 8 57 PM

472

Members are able to quickly confirm availability for callouts which makes it easier to determine if extra
members required for crew

5/12/2015 8 51 PM

473

Not directly but there is positive feedback about being able to pick up info on mobile phones desk tops etc as
well as normal pagers

5/12/2015 8 45 PM

474

Not part of my duties

5/12/2015 8 44 PM

475

Notification of who is attending training

5/12/2015 8 41 PM

476

t makes it easier to see when members are available and if people can make it to a training night or not

5/12/2015 8 36 PM

477

BART is essential for those in our brigade who did not have a pager t is important that these people
generally newer members have the opportunity to develop there skills and intergrate into teh brigade

5/12/2015 8 35 PM

478

Make Awerness of who is available for both training and call outs

5/12/2015 8 35 PM

479

BETTER COMMUN CAT ON

5/12/2015 8 32 PM

480

Quick and easy to send a message out so that everyone can see it

5/12/2015 8 28 PM

481

Easier to read than pager message

5/12/2015 8 27 PM

482

can tell who is on route to station

5/12/2015 8 20 PM

483

Regular internal updates for training and crew details

5/12/2015 8 19 PM

484

Communication of training is better with BART

5/12/2015 8 18 PM
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485

Sometimes but poor mobile reception limits its usefulness

5/12/2015 8 14 PM

486

Not everyone has a pager within the brigade

5/12/2015 8 14 PM

487

We are able to know who is going to turn out and if we have the right skill sets to complete the job eg driver
BA first aid crew leader etc

5/12/2015 8 11 PM

488

Not enoughl members use bart due to mobile/data limitations on mobiles

5/12/2015 8 11 PM

489

Being able to see who is attending the job is invaluable to our duty officers

5/12/2015 8 04 PM

490

the attendance function is great it quickly shows which members are available and / or attending a call out

5/12/2015 8 02 PM

491

Lack of psysical pages means we rely on Bart to attend activities

5/12/2015 7 57 PM

492

Most unit members live in an area without phone reception so the chat function using home wifi is awesome

5/12/2015 7 57 PM

493

Organising crews before members arrive if they have responded that they are attending

5/12/2015 7 56 PM

494

The attendance section is very helpfull

5/12/2015 7 55 PM

495

pagers are not reliable in our area where as Bart is

5/12/2015 7 55 PM

496

t has provided a very accessible messaging system to alert volunteers to training ahead of time especially
when our pagers are off as we are at work or out of area helping us to stay better informed re training that is
planned for short to medium term ie 1 28 days

5/12/2015 7 54 PM

497

We can plan the crew as we know who is on the way

5/12/2015 7 53 PM

498

as am without a pager this is my only way of knowing whats is happening and when

5/12/2015 7 50 PM

499

More members aware of incident poor uptake of pagers

5/12/2015 7 48 PM

500

we use Bart to log attendance and others can see who is going direct it to station

5/12/2015 7 46 PM

501

When crews respond via Bart for availability a lot of time on the phone is saved with regarding to crewing a
turn out

5/12/2015 7 46 PM

502

Allows for easier access to job details for deployment

5/12/2015 7 45 PM

503

Brigade has not endorsed the implementation of BART

5/12/2015 7 43 PM

504

Many members are connected to bart and can contact each other

5/12/2015 7 27 PM

505

because you know who is on their way

5/12/2015 7 25 PM

506

The chat function has helped organise training many times

5/12/2015 7 24 PM

507

t provides a free no cost to volunteers to comunicate

5/12/2015 7 22 PM

508

For volunteer crews turning out to the station after career crews have responded the first appliance it enables
first arriving members to quickly advise the staff crew re available crew members

5/12/2015 7 18 PM

509

lets us know who is coming

5/12/2015 7 18 PM

510

Response indicator

5/12/2015 6 59 PM

511

Location and who had responded to an incident

5/12/2015 6 58 PM

512

For new recruits that dont have pagers yet also a great back up if pagers fail

5/12/2015 6 57 PM

513

As we are currently not using the communication function on the BART system yet

5/12/2015 6 56 PM

514

know quickly who can turn out for strike teams or releif crews etc

5/12/2015 6 55 PM

515

sending messages and knowing who is attending

5/12/2015 6 55 PM

516

Enables me to message members when i am out of area and unavailable

5/12/2015 6 53 PM

517

Yes but would like to use it as a selected messenger not sending to the group e trying to organise strike
teams

5/12/2015 6 53 PM

518

t is a better medium to use than the pagers in most cases as everyone carries there phone on them and not
always the other

5/12/2015 6 52 PM

519

Can't think of anything at the moment

5/12/2015 6 51 PM

520

We do have some members some distance from the station its very helpful to know when the are responding
we can allocate them to a vehicle or station

5/12/2015 6 50 PM
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521

Allows members to be aware of who is attending incidents

5/12/2015 6 48 PM

522

Because then we plan crews straight away knowing who is available

5/12/2015 6 46 PM

523

more people carry there phones more than pagers more so in winter

5/12/2015 6 43 PM

524

Knowing who is coming or not coming to a turn out is very helpful

5/12/2015 6 39 PM

525

The chat feature is great for this

5/12/2015 6 30 PM

526

Within our unit there are not enough pagers for everyone so BART gives member the opportunity to be active
members where they would normally not know of an event

5/12/2015 6 28 PM

527

have responded to more call outs as a result of the Bart application

5/12/2015 6 27 PM

528

Message all members about training etc and they can respond via the yes / no prompts

5/12/2015 6 23 PM

529

not all members like to carry pagers but all carry mobile phones

5/12/2015 6 21 PM

530

provides contact when not carrying pager

5/12/2015 6 20 PM

531

we can see who has responded to an incident either to the station or directly to an incident which makes a
big difference for members further afield

5/12/2015 6 20 PM

532

Early awareness of crew competencies and quicker sharing of crew attendances helps promote a faster turn
out of appliance and or relevant skills mix Also correspondence through Bart helps training and admin

5/12/2015 6 13 PM

533

To communicate to personal

5/12/2015 6 13 PM

534

You know who is coming to training

5/12/2015 6 10 PM

535

t helps us get a better idea of who is turning up to a job instead of just waiting for them to turn up or call

5/12/2015 6 08 PM

536

You know who is responding and if you are needed or not

5/12/2015 6 08 PM

537

Easier communications on training nights

5/12/2015 6 04 PM

538

am not involved in organisational aspects so cannot comment

5/12/2015 6 02 PM

539

Can easily determine who is attending and availability of members

5/12/2015 6 00 PM

540

Helps to inform members of information when pagers are not on there persons

5/12/2015 6 00 PM

541

Can see how any crew members are available thought the week and how can attend specific jobs

5/12/2015 5 57 PM

542

with bart chat

5/12/2015 5 56 PM

543

Awareness if not carrying pager

5/12/2015 5 52 PM

544

t's easier turning out knowing who is coming and will be there shortly and organising what crews and
experience will be available

5/12/2015 5 50 PM

545

Not everyone has access to a pager in my CFA brigade BART allows everyone to receive brigade messages

5/12/2015 5 50 PM

546

better communication reaches people easier

5/12/2015 5 39 PM

547

The Brigade management team knows who is coming making it easier to crew the appliances according to
skill levels

5/12/2015 5 35 PM

548

We send general messages using CFA paging which sends the message out to everyone on SMS and the
BART app EG sent out a message this morning for people to bring their portable digital radios to the station
for reflashing on Friday morning

5/12/2015 5 35 PM

549

We don't rely completely on the attendees list due to the possibility of a keystroke error but it certainly gives a
fair idea of who's supposed to be on their way to station and allows for a little preplanning and crew allocation
to vehicles depending on the job

5/12/2015 5 32 PM

550

've only recently become a firefighter but knowing who's coming to an alert what qualifications they have etc
makes my life much easier as know what my role in the crew is probably going to be

5/12/2015 5 29 PM

551

Crew availability and knowing who's going to station or direct to scene

5/12/2015 5 22 PM

552

strike team

5/12/2015 5 21 PM

553

Can allocate members and plan meetings

5/12/2015 5 20 PM

554

Being able to tell who is available and not available

5/12/2015 5 18 PM
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555

We know who is coming how far away they are For training it allows us to cater for who is turning up we can
allocate training crews to vehicles prior to training commencing meaning there is less "stuffing" around and
training can commence on time

5/12/2015 5 15 PM

556

We can easily send messages to all members when training is on We are also aware of who is turning out to
a fire or incident once the members have logged their attendance

5/12/2015 5 14 PM

557

Knowing ETA and qualifications of members is great

5/12/2015 5 13 PM

558

The ability for members to be able to directly respond to a pager message is of great benefit

5/12/2015 5 12 PM

559

Showing good maps and locs

5/12/2015 5 12 PM

560

Yes tells you whos available and on the way to a call out

5/12/2015 5 10 PM

561

We use it constantly for crew availability

5/12/2015 5 08 PM

562

Helps to indicate who is responding to incidents or training/meetings etc We have also been able to use
BART as a fallback alerting system when the EAS paging system is down for works and calls are redirected
through Spectrum

5/12/2015 5 02 PM

563

t's great to see who is attending calls

5/12/2015 4 54 PM

564

training notifications for available spots

5/12/2015 4 49 PM

565

The ability to inform all member both operational and non operational of jobs and event across the brigade

5/12/2015 4 46 PM

566

travel interstate with my work my pager does not recieve messages while 'm interstate and goes flat if
leave it turned on at home while 'm away This also annoys my partner with it going of when 'm not at home
With Bart don't miss any messages regarding training or strike team training it also helps me keep up to date
with what calls my brigade is attending

5/12/2015 4 45 PM

567

Yes because they don't need to spend time finding a map when you have Bart right in front of you

5/12/2015 4 37 PM

568

a number of members in our brigade turn out in private vehicles (due to distance from the station) & meet at
the fire ground or somewhere along the way With the Bart app you can see who is turning out & if necessary
pick them up on the way or meet them there so then the truck/s can leave the station 2 up

5/12/2015 4 32 PM

569

as an officer i know who is on there way and how long they will be

5/12/2015 4 32 PM

570

BART has been useful in organising crews and brigade meetings

5/12/2015 4 30 PM

571

Yes to both again we have no spare pagers for new members Because Bart also handle admin messages
crews and Training has been easier to contact members

5/12/2015 4 29 PM

572

1 We know who is attending when the incident controller arrives at the station to make resource planning
better 2 We have some members who have BART but don't have have a pager This makes it simple to
communicate with those members 3 Easier to find the job and the best path to it using the mapping display

5/12/2015 4 27 PM

573

Getting intonation out to new members who don't have pages helps alot and makes them feel part of the
team

5/12/2015 4 27 PM

574

We use it to gauge how many are coming to training

5/12/2015 4 23 PM

575

it has stopped some members sitting at the shed wondering who is and is not turning out for call outs

5/12/2015 4 23 PM

576

Now aware of who will be attending

5/12/2015 4 21 PM

577

yes you can see who is turning out in most casses

5/12/2015 4 19 PM

578

We can make sure regardless of whether a member has pager or not they receive all important messages

5/12/2015 4 17 PM

579

Being able to look at who is on the way to the station when we are waiting for crew members

5/12/2015 4 15 PM

580

see Q2

5/12/2015 4 15 PM

581

Members have preference to use phones rather than pagers

5/12/2015 4 13 PM

582

The chat section is good and so is the thumbs up thumbs down buttons so you gain an idea who is at training

5/12/2015 4 11 PM

583

Strike Teams

5/12/2015 4 10 PM

584

Core team are all on smartphones This app makes comms more efficient comapred to paging ionly

5/12/2015 4 10 PM

585

Easy to reply or contact people

5/12/2015 4 10 PM

586

My son is the brigade captain t is certainly a benefit for him

5/12/2015 4 09 PM

587

Allows training to be tailored to the attendees

5/12/2015 4 08 PM
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588

The response mechanism is fantastic for knowing who will be attendding

5/12/2015 4 07 PM

589

Particularly for trainees (who are not issued a pager until they qualify) they can be set up on Bart and feel part
of the team and are kept up to date with training

5/12/2015 4 04 PM

590

t just does

5/12/2015 4 03 PM

591

You can see who is attending jobs so therefore can organise more appropriate crews

5/12/2015 4 02 PM

592

Bart gives you the option to hit decline or accept the job so u know is able to respond

5/12/2015 4 01 PM

593

Provide opportunity to give immediate responses to crew or training requests

5/12/2015 4 01 PM

594

Has constant contact with members when they that have pagers may not actually have it on them

5/12/2015 4 00 PM

595

Alerted to particular activities

5/12/2015 3 48 PM

596

Not all members have pagers Not all pagers are worn 24/7 so the Bart message on the phone will be read in
reasonable time to be more effective

5/12/2015 3 41 PM

597

Gives an idea of members avaliability within minutes of page

5/12/2015 3 41 PM

598

have not used the member attendance section

5/12/2015 3 37 PM

599

Not everyone carries around their pager or sometimes forget to replace batteries but they always have their
phones with them so it is much easier to communicate using Bart

5/12/2015 3 34 PM

600

You are aware who is attending to job

5/12/2015 3 29 PM

601

Not my job Have suggested it to heirarchy but not taken up

5/12/2015 3 22 PM

602

Some people do not always carry their pagers but most will carry their phone it enables them to revieve a
message and respond as needed

5/12/2015 3 14 PM

603

Because carry a phone at all times

5/12/2015 3 10 PM

604

t provides me with an instant indication of members availability

5/12/2015 3 10 PM

605

Provides easy access to who's available

5/12/2015 3 10 PM

606

A training leader can put a page across the network and each member can indicate their availability giving the
training leader a better idea of what he/she needs to do for the training

5/12/2015 2 52 PM

607

To many old members who won't use modern tech Also the delay on messages and alerts coming through
on some peopels phones

5/12/2015 2 51 PM

608

Ability to contact new recruits/members who have yet to be issued with a pager

5/12/2015 2 50 PM

609

Training

5/12/2015 2 49 PM

610

Know who's responding

5/12/2015 2 48 PM

611

Everyone has a phone on them

5/12/2015 2 47 PM

612

Everyone has there phones 24/7 these days

5/12/2015 2 46 PM

613

Certainly on the job We don't use it as a training tool

5/12/2015 2 44 PM

614

So know what's going on

5/12/2015 2 42 PM

615

WE can see who has responded to a call and so we can hold the truck until the responding fire fighters arrive

5/12/2015 2 40 PM

616

You can determine crew make up by know who is responding Great for recording who turned out or attending
a training session

5/12/2015 2 40 PM

617

it allows some direct messaging between brigade members rather than using text messaging

5/12/2015 2 39 PM

618

Arranging teams

5/12/2015 2 39 PM

619

turnouts and crew selection

5/12/2015 2 34 PM

620

Being aware of those members who may be attending but not on the truck can assist planning on the way to
an incident

5/12/2015 2 34 PM

621

When it's not delayed it's good But should have an sms service for non wifi zones too

5/12/2015 2 32 PM
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622

Our captain send out crew requests and traing reminders via Bart This is excellent as we often don't read our
admin messages on the pager

5/12/2015 2 30 PM

623

Not everyone has a pager and this app fills the gap

5/12/2015 2 14 PM

624

Knowing who is responding is a great tool

5/12/2015 2 09 PM

625

You can see who is coming and if not you don't have to wait for them to turn up

5/12/2015 2 07 PM

626

WE use BART to keep members informed of upcoming events Also use it on high risk days we send a page
out and as members are available during that day / period they give the thumb up or thumb down if unable to
turn out This is adjusted through out the day as their circumstances change Members notifying us that they
are attending the job allows us to start planning our crews and sending the best crew possible

5/12/2015 2 07 PM

627

Some of our firefighters don't carry their pagers all the time and BART ensures they still get messages

5/12/2015 2 03 PM

628

Altough we don't use all barts functionality with availability etc it's something we are working towards

5/12/2015 2 02 PM

629

t allows me to make a more informed decision about turning out and the crew mix that will be around

5/12/2015 2 00 PM

630

Just stated using Bart

5/12/2015 1 58 PM

631

can see who is responding

5/12/2015 1 58 PM

632

simply more user friendly than pager

5/12/2015 1 57 PM

633

As not many people carry there pager but always have there phone every one gets the call

5/12/2015 1 56 PM

634

More members can be contacted

5/12/2015 1 55 PM

635

Easier to know who is coming

5/12/2015 1 50 PM

636

Everyone receives message

5/12/2015 1 50 PM

637

do not have a pager yet Bart allows me to 'keep in touch'

5/12/2015 1 50 PM

638

Yes it has got the Juniours involved that don't have a pager

5/12/2015 1 49 PM

639

having a map a the route to job and the link to be able to phone the person

5/12/2015 1 48 PM

640

Haven't used that capacity

5/12/2015 1 46 PM

641

Can speak to more people at same time

5/12/2015 1 46 PM

642

provides a good indication on crew response

5/12/2015 1 43 PM

643

We are a rural brigade with members spread over a large area Bart gives us real time on what members are
responding on a vehicle or direct We also use it for which vehicle has turned out so direct driving members
can start to pre plan

5/12/2015 1 41 PM

644

My login doesn't work at Beaconsfield Only works for Cardinia Group

5/12/2015 1 37 PM

645

A great tool for this work Not enough CFA issue pagers to do the best

5/12/2015 1 36 PM

646

some crew members choose to not carry the CFA pager when they are not in a position to be able to respond
to calls BART allows members to remain in touch and able to advise if able to fulfil crew change overs or
attend training

5/12/2015 1 34 PM

647

Haven't used it for training or organising crews

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

648

Members able to respond to paged messages directly from the phone which is not able via pager

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

649

t has helped our catering crew We now can contact all our crews with the Bart system and our response
times are so much faster now

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

650

The chat option is a good avenue of communication within brigade

5/12/2015 1 28 PM

651

Not all members using BART BART not sanctioned by the organisation

5/12/2015 1 26 PM

652

Provides real time details of members turning out to incidents

5/12/2015 1 23 PM

653

enables everyone to view who can attend incidences etc

5/12/2015 1 23 PM

654

BART is great as an information tool and much easier to use as a pager 'm not sure if the map function is
available where could with a smart phone get the location into my navigation system of the smart phone

5/12/2015 1 23 PM

655

Gives an picture of members attending jobs

5/12/2015 1 21 PM

656

Not everyone uses the availability function but it has more potential than we are currently using

5/12/2015 1 20 PM
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657

We know who is turning out what skills we have on board and where people turn out for pick up

5/12/2015 1 17 PM

658

Bart members carry their mobile phones 99% of the time and are contactable for messages Pager messages
were not reaching the target because country members tend not to wear pagers

5/12/2015 1 16 PM

659

Captains/Crew Leaders get notification of who is turning out

5/12/2015 1 16 PM

660

Training dates for new members that don't yet have pagers

5/12/2015 1 16 PM

661

Maps to the job

5/12/2015 1 16 PM

662

Planning rostet helps

5/12/2015 1 12 PM

663

Always knowing who is available and when and enableing organisation of specifitraining nights

5/12/2015 1 12 PM

664

As the communications officer BART as allowed me to send messages out from the field this allows the
organization and communication of relief crews

5/12/2015 1 12 PM

665

nvestigating the use of availability functionality

5/12/2015 1 12 PM

666

( 'd like to explain my answer here) We're not using it enough yet so haven't benefited enough from it
personally can see it being really helpful but it needs to be used more than it is now

5/12/2015 1 10 PM

667

Members can notify attendance via the app instead of making a time consuming phone call

5/12/2015 1 10 PM

668

Not as yet but we are starting to utilise the app more and more

5/12/2015 1 08 PM

669

f extra crews at needed they can put their availability down and it comes across on BART

5/12/2015 1 05 PM

670

Don't really use it for that at present

5/12/2015 1 01 PM

671

You know who on the way to the fire station

5/12/2015 1 00 PM

672

Don't need to carry a pager at work anymore now that get the messages on my phone

5/12/2015 12 59 PM

673

know if you are able to crew a truck have a driver respond or pick up crew on scene

5/12/2015 12 56 PM

674

you know how to organise appliances on route to station

5/12/2015 12 55 PM

675

We know who is attending Hepls out on crewing the vehicles

5/12/2015 12 54 PM

676

Not involved with this

5/12/2015 12 53 PM

677

t has especially for training

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

678

To know who else is coming to station

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

679

Knowing who is in transit Being able to chat with members

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

680

Those that have BART and not a pager are still aware of what is going on

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

681

When it works (and only then) the map function is useful However there have been occasions when the
event address is shown in the United States Queensland and other places far away t is useful to see who is
intending to turn out to a particular job or see who has acknowledged a message t is also useful to have a
phone directory of unit contacts

5/12/2015 12 51 PM

682

Brigade paging for messages

5/12/2015 12 49 PM

683

Allows better and cheaper comms between members and replies back to trainers Also gives almost nstant
feedback as to who is turning out

5/12/2015 12 44 PM

684

Same as q 3

5/12/2015 12 43 PM

685

But we are yet to really begin to use it

5/12/2015 12 41 PM

686

Definitely the availability roster even the simple one BART uses is excellent

5/12/2015 12 40 PM

687

would imagine so We are able to interact with each other quickly and simply

5/12/2015 12 40 PM

688

By providing a map with location

5/12/2015 12 39 PM

689

Messages sent from the Captain to all members which keeps communications open 24/7

5/12/2015 12 38 PM

690

Not every me member is on BART yet but am working on that

5/12/2015 12 38 PM

691

Rapid communication tool with easy responses Limited by the fact that not all members have it

5/12/2015 12 37 PM

692
693

don't use it for Organising Crew but can see the benefit that it would be more efficient
roster is great

5/12/2015 12 36 PM
5/12/2015 12 35 PM
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Everyone carries there phone but somehow pagers get forgotten
say yes but not me personally as am not in that capacity to organise crews

5/12/2015 12 35 PM
5/12/2015 12 34 PM

696

Yes the tumbs up or thumbs down reduces the need for phone calls or text messages from evey member to
one person

5/12/2015 12 34 PM

697

The ability to respond to message from your handheld device rather than sitting at a computer key board

5/12/2015 12 33 PM

698

Gives me a warning of where to attend fires and get messages from Brigades Management Team about
training and meetings

5/12/2015 12 32 PM

699

We aren't allowed to use it in a lot of training events bc it's not officially recognised but when 'm duty officer
my pager is just to satisfy the rule work exclusively from BART Chronological messages seeing the whole
message invaluable

5/12/2015 12 30 PM

700

Knowing of availability

5/12/2015 12 28 PM

701

A huge improvement knowing who is turning up to the call out training or social event

5/12/2015 12 27 PM

702

we are yet to embrace that area of the application

5/12/2015 12 25 PM

703

t gives us immediate notification of what members are available

5/12/2015 12 24 PM

704

Yes and no

5/12/2015 12 24 PM

705

Currently Unit not using the scheduling functions of BART

5/12/2015 12 24 PM

706

Knowing who will turn out Would be better if BART was able to get the page quicker though

5/12/2015 12 21 PM

707

Yes not all members take pager with them But all take there phones

5/12/2015 12 21 PM

708

When Responding having the ability to see who else is responding allows you to make an operational
decision to turn out the first truck knowing who you have (and what their qualifications are) backing you up in
the second truck is a very helpful tool

5/12/2015 12 19 PM

709

Pre knowledge of personnel attending an incident assists with planning

5/12/2015 12 19 PM

710

Clearly identifies drivers and crew response levels

5/12/2015 12 18 PM

711

WE use our internal unit structure

5/12/2015 12 17 PM

712

Knowing the availability of members for something as simple as training nights or to send away on long haul
strike teams is simple with BART

5/12/2015 12 13 PM

713

Knowing crews that's are attending and hold of turning out a second or two to make sure u have the rich crew
is great

5/12/2015 12 12 PM

714

Yes in regards to who is responding

5/12/2015 12 12 PM

715

Yes BART does make it easier to know who is available and who is on their way to an incident But some
people have turned it off because the notifications are very annoying and it is difficult to control the area that
notifications apply for We would like more information about how to use BART how to set it up the way we
want and how to be able to get sleep at night without constant interruptions for incidents over 100km away

5/12/2015 12 12 PM

716

it has enable me to immediate arrange meeting up with a crew

5/12/2015 12 10 PM

717

Use the Bart messages to easy copy pager messages into my comms reports instead of having to type them
Very handy being able to doe this on storm nights when the pager overflows and loose messages from it

5/12/2015 12 10 PM

718

The new style pagers do not have good battery life and BART is an important back up function to the pagers

5/12/2015 12 08 PM

719

training sessions and keeps us up to date on when training is required

5/12/2015 12 06 PM

720

it lets us know who is about to come to a call out

5/12/2015 12 05 PM

721

Many members have mobile phones with them all the time therefor messages are instantly responded to All
active brigade members have pagers but many use Bart as a first response All brigade training is arranged
via Bart again we instantly know who can attend

5/12/2015 12 05 PM

722

My station doesn't use Bart as we are intergrated (cfa)

5/12/2015 12 04 PM

723

Know almost instantly whether a member is available or not Also their qualifications

5/12/2015 12 03 PM

724

Crew rostering

5/12/2015 12 02 PM

725

mproved response co ordination allows better decision making on attending station or going direct to incident
depending on crew availability and response

5/12/2015 12 01 PM
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726

All members are on bart

5/12/2015 12 00 PM

727

DON'T HAVE TO RELY ON HOPE THAT PEOPLE ARE TURN NG UP ANYMORE

5/12/2015 11 59 AM

728

Crew responding function is very good

5/12/2015 11 58 AM

729

Pages are easier to read on BART including viewing a whole thread of pages together

5/12/2015 11 58 AM

730

life easier that's an interesting query or should say quandary with today's demands on members work
volunteer life balance taking the time to add to their (yet another) calender let along for the duty officer to
collate said data the theory is there though does it come with the time to complete in a timely manner said
information

5/12/2015 11 57 AM

731

Up coming events

5/12/2015 11 57 AM

732

Useful to be able to request a Yes/No on the app

5/12/2015 11 56 AM

733

t's good when people use Bart to notify if they are attending

5/12/2015 11 55 AM

734

You know who is going to turn up straight away

5/12/2015 11 54 AM

735

When members respond to either a Road Crash or other non emergency event via BART can quickly
indentify the skill set on those members and organize the crew accordingly

5/12/2015 11 51 AM

736

Ability to see who is available in real time

5/12/2015 11 51 AM

737

Definitely knowing what crews are available for incidents

5/12/2015 11 51 AM

738

Yes but limited to knowledge by those on BART of who is responding Yet to achieve meaningful numbers

5/12/2015 11 51 AM

739

i don't use the full functionality on the device yet as 'm just a crew member

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

740

Personally yes

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

741

Don't have to take pager with myself all the time or if forget it can still get the pages

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

742

t good that you can page all members in brigade at once

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

743

Before Bart we had to send numerous text messages now it's a matter of green or red thumbs

5/12/2015 11 48 AM

744

Not integrated into brigade more of an individual thing at the moment

5/12/2015 11 45 AM

745

Easy to see who is responding and on the way to deploy responding vehicles

5/12/2015 11 44 AM

746

Most of our brigade do not carry their pagers at all times but they always carry the mobile phone

5/12/2015 11 44 AM

747

mproves broadcasting of messages to members

5/12/2015 11 42 AM

748

The ability to see who is responding to an incident assists with planning who should be in each truck

5/12/2015 11 42 AM

749

Not all members have a pager due to limitations of pagers in the brigade We are still able to receive all
messages via BART

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

750

Still in testing phase Can see the potential for BART to be used in this way

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

751

When turning out it shows who will be attending the call

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

752

direct to mobile comms adds to flexibility convenience and clarity

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

753

As a brigade we use bart more than our pagers for messages as cfa pageds are unreliable

5/12/2015 11 41 AM

754

The map can help identify the location of a fire very effectively

5/12/2015 11 38 AM

755

Can see attendance

5/12/2015 11 37 AM

756

more awareness of an incident if members do not have pager on their person but have a mobile phone

5/12/2015 11 37 AM

757

t provides another medium of communication with Brigade Members t means that don't have to carry my
pager when out of area (one less thing to worry about) and am still able to be connected to Brigade incidents

5/12/2015 11 37 AM

758

New members can get messages Chat discussion And attendance logs

5/12/2015 11 36 AM

759

The Bart format is much easier to read then pager

5/12/2015 11 36 AM

760

We DELWP/PV don't currently use that feature

5/12/2015 11 36 AM

761

Not all member like to carry a pager but carry there phone so can be contacted
who has acknowledged the message and is attending

762

Chat allows back and forth conversation

also enables others to see

5/12/2015 11 36 AM

5/12/2015 11 36 AM
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763

easier to receive feedback/response to communications Pager are a one way communication device BART
provides closes the gap

5/12/2015 11 35 AM

764

Attendance log and incident location in maps invaluable Chat page popular within brigade for domestic
coma

5/12/2015 11 35 AM

765

CFA pagers are poor BART is more easier to use and more convientient

5/12/2015 11 33 AM

766

Some of my members do not have pagers so BART is the only way we have to provide them with training
updates

5/12/2015 11 32 AM

767

You know who is on their way

5/12/2015 11 30 AM

768

nsufficient time to date

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

769

Helps with members that don't have pagers

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

770

The ability to directly communicate with members through the messaging function from wherever you are
saves us having to find a computer to send out a message on the pager system

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

771

We don't use it for that although can see the potential for some groups to utilise that function

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

772

Organising relief crews / Strike Teams or checking crews availabilites has been made alot easier with BART
in the past we would require all members phone in to confirm availability now at a glance we know who is
and isn't available

5/12/2015 11 28 AM

773

With limited members available during the day as a Duty Officer it's reassuring to look at BART to see who is
turning out to a job as we can call for backup early if we know our crew is light on for members

5/12/2015 11 28 AM

774

Using the calendar to see who is available especially during high fire danger periods and the chat facility
allows people to indicate availability on day to day basis but especially weekends

5/12/2015 11 28 AM

775

t could be even easier if all the pager messages to our Brigade were sent because some are not sent

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

776

Esp crewing an training or bmt is aware an inform whats going on or up to date other members

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

777

Only just now we have put majority of our members on BART and have started using the other functions

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

778

Yes AND no t is great to be able to see who has responded but if an updated pager message goes out the
new BART notification doesn't show the previous respondents & some users haven't realised they have to go
back to the original message

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

779

Much easier and effective than carrying pagers with u and some say some companies don't like u wearing
pagers

5/12/2015 11 26 AM

780

Know who is turning out helps organise crews

5/12/2015 11 25 AM

781

Reminders of meetings and training plans

5/12/2015 11 25 AM

782

t would only work for us if all crew members utilised BART and used the response feature Many people
experience issues with push alerts and custom or non standard android stock roms

5/12/2015 11 24 AM

783

Bart lets us know what personell are available to attend incidents so we know whether we have a full crew or
need to chase more personell

5/12/2015 11 24 AM

784

Allows identification of members going to scene without waiting time making phone calls

5/12/2015 11 24 AM

785

that is likely to happen in the future when more of the brigade sign up to BART

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

786

Advising of availability of members as well as getting the messages out there

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

787

Due to our regional situation and low turn out numbers compared to larger regional towns most members do
not carry their pager but will have a mobile phone on them As we can send out messages and they recieve
the message on their phone our coverage is better and more people are reading the messages and therfore
they are more informed

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

788

Mobile phones are more likely to be carried at all times therefore more members get the message at the right
time

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

789

we know whos attending each job and can respond accordingly

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

790

information is easier to distribute

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

791

The O C can pick crews early And if we only have 3 at the station we can see if more people are on there
way or not So there for we might wait for them

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

792

Chat function allows messages to be sent to all participating members without having to use email / pager
messages

5/12/2015 11 21 AM
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793

Quicker and easier than sending out pager mags all the time

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

794

knowing that you have some members responding helps needing though to get all members using it to make
the most of it is hard

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

795

Availability can be communicated instantly Knowledge of who is responding allows for better planning

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

796

Not every has batterys in there pager

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

797

You know who is available

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

798

Easier to organise Search And Rescue crews

5/12/2015 11 19 AM

799

By being able to see response / decline gives an indication of who to expect

5/12/2015 11 19 AM

800

Able to see who's coming also able to send a message out saying need more people a driver or even tell
them meet at the job

5/12/2015 11 19 AM

801

BART has assisted in coordinating our members and fire fighter who don't have pager eg assisting after a
fire or incident back at the station cleaning crews and any general purpose messages

5/12/2015 11 18 AM

802

Don't have a beeper but have the fire truck so because it's all to my phone

5/12/2015 11 18 AM

803

Chat option knowing who has accepted job though we are still educating on this and those with pagers can't
accept jobs so Bart is the best in that aspect for pre communicating with others prior to rolling to a job

5/12/2015 11 17 AM

804

Having one platform that every piece of communication is forwarded through helps to stream line the process
of everything we do in the unit

5/12/2015 11 17 AM

805

We now turn up and can read properly

5/12/2015 11 17 AM

806

As it advices you when were and what time

5/12/2015 11 17 AM

807

Don't use it for that purpose yet

5/12/2015 11 15 AM

808

Everyone has a smart phone these days

809

We are a small rural brigade that allows its members to respond privately direct to scene BART helps
enormously in coordinating this

5/12/2015 11 14 AM

810

To get the message to people that don't use the pager all the time

5/12/2015 11 13 AM

811

t could if used by the whole brigade

5/12/2015 11 13 AM

812

Can read it Not like the stupid fucking peace of shit pager

5/12/2015 11 13 AM

813

We encourage people to use the feature to respond yes or no making it easier to account for numbers

5/12/2015 11 13 AM

814

Training starting times for people living out of town

5/12/2015 11 13 AM

815

Crew roster for Bad days is an excellent fature

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

816

Easier to read over a pager

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

817

But only because our brigade is not using it to it's full potential

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

818

Accurate timely information at critical time

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

819

we know who is turning out and who is not

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

820

as above so know of training

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

821

t would but we do need to use it properly we seem to say 'oh
BART' a fair bit

822

Very good at informing members of brigade details such as training nights

5/12/2015 11 11 AM

823

when needing specialist crews we can see who is on their way

5/12/2015 11 11 AM

824

Understanding who is responding to calls so the right crew can respond

5/12/2015 11 11 AM

825

it lets all registered members know who is responding to station and who is going direct the way we have set it
up at shepparton east this enables the 1st member to arrive at the sration to respond faster using a
combination of respond to station/direct to make up a crew

5/12/2015 11 10 AM

826

often at training we'll send out training pager messages and people rely on BART rather than the pager as the
pagers don't work within out actual unit whereas BART does

5/12/2015 11 10 AM

827

All us to know who is turning out

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

have my phone always

don't even carry my pager anymore

didn't think to check who responded on
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828

More detailed than Pagers

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

829

nvaluable in giving O C decision making information at start of a turn out who do have on the way what is
the skills mix can expect do we roll first truck now or wait etc

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

830

Pager batteries go flat all the time

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

831

Helps wilt chat within the brigade

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

832

Allows you to see who is available and contact your team easerly

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

833

Be able to reply yes or no

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

834

t means even without a pager crew members are aware of the request being sent

5/12/2015 11 08 AM

835

Not all our members have Pagers but through the use of BART we can continue to use that system

5/12/2015 11 08 AM

836

yes because it tells you who is coming to the station for a callout

5/12/2015 11 08 AM

837

Knowing who is enroute to the station and how far away they are helps

5/12/2015 11 08 AM

838

We get real time updates

5/12/2015 11 08 AM

839

only enough people for the job show up people dont turn out if theres already a full crew on the way

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

840

Gives a general idea of how many people are going to attend training or calls

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

841

As people aren't required to text anyone if they are attending

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

842

Very few members carry pagers outside fire season

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

843

Messages out to members

5/12/2015 11 07 AM

844

Allows members without official pagers to be notified of calls Also asist in quick navigation

5/12/2015 11 06 AM

845

f some one doesn't have their pager it ensures they still receive the messages for training ops via the phone

5/12/2015 11 06 AM
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20

Bart has been a useful tool for officers and others to utilise to get messages to all members of our brigade
including those that are non operational

5/18/2015 2 54 PM

21

We are not yet using it fully but ate becoming more familiar with it

5/18/2015 2 03 PM

22

More members are now more active and social within the brigade because they receive messages

5/17/2015 10 55 PM

23

At the moment Coast Guard have only 1 BART administrator f each flotilla were to have it's own
administrator and with proper training and marketing believe it would improve team work and participation
on several levels

5/17/2015 9 50 PM

24

Can you please stop using abbreviations in messages because half the time we can't understand certain
areas of the message Surely that isn't to hard for the person making the message The message could be
live threatening so make it as clear as you can

5/17/2015 7 39 PM

25

Will allow members to see if enough fire fighters have responded including tanker driver so not everyone
has to go if enough responded Saves late responders going in the first instance if enough already turned out

5/17/2015 7 29 PM

26

Need more team work

5/17/2015 7 00 PM

27

Need more team work

5/17/2015 7 00 PM

28

Trainer can send details of the activities which encourages more participation

5/17/2015 11 14 AM

29

The members attending feature has most promise but not enough members are using it yet

5/17/2015 9 57 AM

30

See answer for Q3

5/17/2015 12 01 AM

31

Yes more people involved feeling part of the crew

5/16/2015 11 43 PM

32

Need to get every brigade member on Bart some have phones and some have android phones Also each
time a message comes out it doesn`t include all the members that indicated their attendance with a previous
message and you have to check each previous message This could be a great advantage of Bart as the
pager message doesn`t allow members to indicate their attendance intention

5/16/2015 8 32 PM

33

once can convince the older members to partake in it think it will

5/16/2015 7 19 PM

34

All Members now can get messages etc as not all have pagers so the Captain can send out an email and
follow up with a message that all pagers and now BART mobiles will receive as well

5/16/2015 3 31 PM

35

Have found that BART can be up to 2 minutes behind the pager system
main pager

5/16/2015 1 22 PM

36

Hi Our unit has duty crews so we are on duty one week in every four weeks n addition we may be required
if there are more members required While on duty carry a pager Bart allows me the opportunity not to carry
the pager ?? while not on duty Bart can be a little slower than the paging system

5/16/2015 10 29 AM

37

Everyone has a mobile so more people getting message carrying a pager everywhere was too difficult

5/16/2015 12 16 AM

38

Not sure but suspect yes due to mobile phone being main device on hand at all times

5/15/2015 11 09 PM

39

More attention

5/15/2015 11 00 PM

40

f the majority of our members would be using BART then we as a unit could reconsider to integrate BART
into our turnout process

5/15/2015 10 00 PM

41

Lots of potential yet to be effectively used

5/15/2015 4 27 PM

42

Uncertain likely stay the same

5/15/2015 4 00 PM

43

When it works properly it will

5/15/2015 3 40 PM

44

t has helped new people get on top of pager messages a little better

5/15/2015 12 38 PM

45

Only by passing on messages that a pager may not have received

5/15/2015 11 12 AM

46

Others can see who is or isn't going to training

5/15/2015 10 31 AM

47

the app is only as good as the people using it

5/15/2015 3 32 AM

48

Because everyone is on the same page and up with communications

5/14/2015 11 32 PM

49

Our brigade does not use the response aspect effectively as we are more concerned with responding to the
station rather than take the time to respond on the phone with their attendance This is fair enough as we
don't encourage the use of mobile phones while driving

5/14/2015 9 51 PM

50

More members could use this system as limited numbers of pagers /SMS alerts are allocated too the brigade

5/14/2015 9 20 PM
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51

Hard to say at this time

5/14/2015 8 24 PM

52

Bart works absolutely the best aap

5/14/2015 8 18 PM

53

Able to plan crew mix far better as we know who's on their way

5/14/2015 8 09 PM

54

Use to make quicker turnout is to slow now

5/14/2015 8 07 PM

55

BART has a delayed tiime when receive it compared to my pager

5/14/2015 8 01 PM

56

We do not utilise bart as well as we could due to several reasons

5/14/2015 8 00 PM

57

As people's confidence risers we are using google it as a brigade more and more

5/14/2015 6 34 PM

58

Helps decide if required or not especially if you see only junior members responding so decide to attend to
mentor

5/14/2015 6 20 PM

59

Makes members feel like they're working with modern equipment not those awful antiquated pagers

5/14/2015 6 16 PM

60

The

5/14/2015 6 04 PM

61

At the end of the day Bart is more efficient and reliable than some of our members Haha

5/14/2015 6 03 PM

62

Yes now instead of 29 phone calls to members only one chat and we get responses

5/14/2015 5 49 PM

63

Age demographic limitations

5/14/2015 5 41 PM

64

There are several blackspots for the pagers in our area and BART works in these areas Also several of our
older members cant hear the pager but can hear the bart tone easily Also the larger phone screen allows
them to read message

5/14/2015 5 35 PM

65

Gives members turning out to instances the knowledge of who else is coming

5/14/2015 5 31 PM

66

t assists in communication

5/14/2015 5 23 PM

67

Alerting members to upcoming training

5/14/2015 4 47 PM

68

The use of mapping system

5/14/2015 4 38 PM

69

For those who embrace the change but traditional systems still need to be used to reach all

5/14/2015 4 22 PM

70

sometimes there is quite a delay for message to come through on Bart which is not good

5/14/2015 3 59 PM

71

love the auto print option would love to have voice over response of call out

5/14/2015 3 53 PM

72

CFA does not like us using BART but personally don't carry my pager at work and rely only on BART
it's great and have no issues using it

73

Can go both ways

5/14/2015 3 38 PM

74

Makes it easier for member to keep updated on brigade training and developments

5/14/2015 3 37 PM

75

BART is a very handy tool

5/14/2015 3 31 PM

76

t isnt the reason for brigade engagement

5/14/2015 3 27 PM

77

The thought of some of us Bart could be the better replacement of the paging that is being used at the
moment

5/14/2015 3 24 PM

78

t has the opportunity to t can't replace a pager Pagers have access to a wider group of alerts

5/14/2015 3 23 PM

79

At present we cannot use it as the only source for receiving jobs

5/14/2015 3 15 PM

80

use BART for everything contacting members reading the weather info and alerts answering to a page
Completing the job sheet when on call outs couldn't function without it my eyesight's not that great at age 54
so reading the pager is impossible the backlight is very dim BART makes everything easy to read for a lot of
us at the unit Also everyone has a smart phone having BART access on the smart phone means we need to
carry and use only one thing

5/14/2015 3 15 PM

81

Smartphone technology is always improving and BART is the obvious next step

5/14/2015 2 55 PM

82

As 1 Lt

5/14/2015 2 54 PM

83

Every member has access to Bart via mobile phone Not all members have pagers

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

84

Members sometimes dont have their pager but usually always have their phone with them Also new
members can get access to the pager msgs before they are qualified and receive their pager

5/14/2015 2 43 PM

think

wish my emergency services organisation had something like this

know that we are going to have a crew to turnout
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85

Convenience and availability of receiving device e mobile phones have definitely increased participation at
brigade and group levels

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

86

The younger members have really embraced BART and are attending more training and turnouts

5/14/2015 2 41 PM

87

At times there is delay with BART system on some devices

5/14/2015 2 25 PM

88

As more members of the brigade get used to using it Bart will improve communication

5/14/2015 2 20 PM

89

Quite often although indicate am turning out the fire engine will still leave before arrive
people do not reply either way Obviously time is of the essence

90

Yes because our member are getting the msg more often due to it come through the their phone

5/14/2015 1 52 PM

91

Surely this is not realy the point of BART

5/14/2015 1 49 PM

92

Not sure

5/14/2015 1 36 PM

93

Bart is good as an alternative to carrying our pagers but alarm messages can but up to 20 Min after paging
call

5/14/2015 1 21 PM

94

Will be a lot more useful when our entire team has smart phones

5/14/2015 1 14 PM

95

Due for elections The preferred new captain is keen to get this happening

5/14/2015 1 14 PM

96

Certainly By keeping everyone informed of events and general info

5/14/2015 1 08 PM

97

Has made a big diffrence to our catering crew Now our response times our so much quicker now that our
members of Bart

5/14/2015 12 52 PM

98

As more members of the brigade get used to using it Bart will improve communication

5/14/2015 12 30 PM

99

You know how's attending

5/14/2015 12 26 PM

100

Log off team availability is useful Bart used in addition to pager not as replacement

5/13/2015 11 53 PM

101

Still trying to work out and understand the hole Bart System and how we can incorperate the system with in
our brigade

5/13/2015 11 45 PM

102

'm still enrolling users so this survey is premature

5/13/2015 11 38 PM

103

helps you find hydrants best way to the call who is turning out

5/13/2015 11 11 PM

104

t needs to be linked to the pagers so that people can see who is turning out Having 2 systems causes lots of
issues for some people

5/13/2015 10 51 PM

105

Current and instant information

5/13/2015 6 48 PM

106

t may do difficult to measure

5/13/2015 6 15 PM

107

f all brigades put waterpoints on the map they'll be teamwork

5/13/2015 6 15 PM

108

For the younger generation believe it will as mobile phones are very much part of their everyday life and it's
with them 24/7

5/13/2015 4 44 PM

109

This App is a vital part for our unit in the SES

5/13/2015 3 50 PM

110

improved team work and participation is achieved by good leadership and team work We have found in some
cases members are now available to see who is responding and then may chose not to respond

5/13/2015 3 49 PM

111

re Question 5 Every turn out is different

5/13/2015 2 33 PM

112

The chat function allows easy intra team communications

5/13/2015 1 53 PM

113

My personal experience is always have my phone with me where in the past i would only carry my pager on
a bad day

5/13/2015 1 31 PM

114

Sometimes believe some members look at the crew members/numbers indicating the intention to attending
and decide not to respond to a call

5/13/2015 1 13 PM

115

note many

can only use BART as a back up mapping system is a small advantage

5/14/2015 2 14 PM

5/13/2015 11 54 AM

116

Only if it is used as a secondary means of communicating until such time that CFA/BART find a solution that
does not require members to supply their own smartphone

5/13/2015 10 00 AM

117

Although BART has had NO immediate impact on our brigade
an effective tool in brigade management

5/13/2015 9 45 AM

118

Much more members knowing what's going on as not enough pagers

still believe the potential is there for it to be
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119

Bart can be very slow and is only supplementary to pagers

5/13/2015 8 39 AM

120

Whilst we are still using Pagers BART probably won't get the fair run it deserves do understand the CFA's
need to remain independent but there is still a fair number of members having difficulty using the current
pager system

5/13/2015 8 22 AM

121

Shows who is responding in a positive manner

5/13/2015 7 38 AM

122

Only if brigade member ate willing to use the bart app

5/13/2015 7 00 AM

123

Best thing for vols

5/13/2015 2 50 AM

124

Excellent application SO much better than straight up SMS msgs

5/13/2015 1 30 AM

125

Makes participation easier as you no longer need to carry a pager when you are out(unable to respond to
incidents$ to recieve administrative messages

5/13/2015 12 43 AM

126

much more information than dispatch pager mapping locations isn't always accurate

5/12/2015 11 49 PM

127

Only if all members join in

5/12/2015 11 35 PM

128

Not sure how

5/12/2015 11 20 PM

129

Great app Takes pressure of the current pager service and allows more members to be informed

5/12/2015 11 05 PM

130

People have to carry phones for work and others do it for fun having BART on the phone enables all access
24 hours a day no need for battery change and extra bulky pager

5/12/2015 11 03 PM

131

i don't believe BART will improve team work and participation but i do believe it will aide volunteer
organization and response

5/12/2015 10 24 PM

132

Certainly used more by younger newer members

5/12/2015 9 55 PM

133

Not adopted yet by our SES unit so in only in Evaluation phase

5/12/2015 9 45 PM

134

t has made more members available

5/12/2015 9 41 PM

135

t helps us to select crews Knowing who is on the way to the fire station we can 'hang on' or go knowing that
we have the best crew mix eg two BA operators are one minute away we will wait knowing our crerw will be
the one needed

5/12/2015 9 40 PM

136

t allows great communication within the brigade

5/12/2015 9 34 PM

137

Most have a pager Would be popular with younger people than older

5/12/2015 9 34 PM

138

Not really we tell our members that their pager is the approved method for requesting the brigades
attendance at jobs Bart has been an excellent support mechanism

5/12/2015 9 29 PM

139

We have only turned it back on do usage is not for everyone

5/12/2015 9 23 PM

140

Yes by knowing who is on their way to the station will help team work and crew prep

5/12/2015 9 23 PM

141

Having a pager not only keeps members informed but also provides a strong unifying and inclusion factor
BART extends that to those without pagers

5/12/2015 9 14 PM

142

see above

5/12/2015 8 45 PM

143

BETTER COMMUN CAT ON BETWEEN THE TROOPS AND BMT

5/12/2015 8 32 PM

144

it already has as members use it more and more

5/12/2015 8 02 PM

145

n training yes

5/12/2015 7 54 PM

146

do not have to carry around a separate pager which is great not having to worry about batteries
touch when am overseas Great App

147

yes if all members are using it

5/12/2015 7 50 PM

148

NEW MEMEBERS DON'T GET PAGERS STRA GHT UP NOT ENOUGH so we register them on BART and
there on page its great

5/12/2015 7 43 PM

149

f used correctly yes it is great to be able to use the map feature

5/12/2015 7 29 PM

150

Only if brigades use it or approve the use of it in there brigades

5/12/2015 6 51 PM

151

We need to include BART into our training

5/12/2015 6 50 PM

152

We have not explored using BART in this aspect just yet

5/12/2015 6 38 PM
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153

The chat function has been very useful when organising training

5/12/2015 6 35 PM

154

Generally negative comments above relate to the problem have in getting members to embrace BART
Quite a campaign is underway to turn this around as am very keen on the introduction

5/12/2015 6 27 PM

155

Due to no mobile coverage in our area we can only use BART at home thru the internet This limits its
effectiveness for us as not all members can access it via the internet We rely on our pagers for callouts

5/12/2015 6 25 PM

156

by seeing who has responded we can make decisions to not attend if enough crew members have either
already responded or can't attend

5/12/2015 6 20 PM

157

Not everyone is across Bart its utilisation or modern day tech making it a perfect 5/5 subjective

5/12/2015 6 13 PM

158

Not all brigade members use Bart Older members appear more reluctant

5/12/2015 6 08 PM

159

Best communication system on the market

5/12/2015 6 04 PM

160

Depends on the feature development

5/12/2015 5 22 PM

161

Been able to provide pager like access for non firefighter members who are not issued a pager

5/12/2015 5 02 PM

162

t helps us to know who is turning out

5/12/2015 4 55 PM

163

map is not always accurate often shows incident to be 100s of Ks away

5/12/2015 4 30 PM

164

This is because more members have BART than pagers

5/12/2015 4 27 PM

165

With 30% of our members using Windows Phone a fix to alerts on that OS will help more

5/12/2015 4 27 PM

166

t already has

5/12/2015 4 10 PM

167

nteractive communication

5/12/2015 4 07 PM

168

Can not answer this as sadly Johnsonville brigade does not pass information along to members who work
nights and can not get to brigade meetings Consequently 4 firefighters in my family do not know of BARTs
existence

5/12/2015 4 06 PM

169

The members are always making good comments about the use of Bart The ability to get map co ordinates
on your smart phone is a great bonus n poor communication Bart is backing up the pager system and vice
versa

5/12/2015 4 04 PM

170

ncludes all in the messages

5/12/2015 4 00 PM

171

So much easier than pager to scan through jobs to find done/outstanding tasks

5/12/2015 3 22 PM

172

Better for reading

5/12/2015 3 10 PM

173

not every body carrys there pager every body carrys there phone

5/12/2015 2 59 PM

174

BART allows for communications to Brigade members that do not have pagers allowing for a more inclusive
feel for all members and better overall communications

5/12/2015 2 54 PM

175

Yes in that it is a simpler and more flexible platform than a pager more user friendly and 'm more likely to be
carrying my smart device than anything else

5/12/2015 2 50 PM

176

For those of us that use BART it is very helpful to know who is turning out so that the primary vehicle knows
whether to wait or go This is particularly helpful with responding members time to Unit displayed

5/12/2015 2 44 PM

177

Yes because it's on your phone at all times

5/12/2015 2 42 PM

178

better communication leads to more effective turnouts and training which in turn leads to increased
participation and satisfaction

5/12/2015 2 40 PM

179

Hard to say as not all members use Bart it's hard to say We have some mobile phone coverage black spots
within our area

5/12/2015 2 30 PM

180

The Chat side BART has been a bonus We use that to discuss upcoming training and other Brigade related
activities

5/12/2015 2 07 PM

181

map location of incident is helpful

5/12/2015 1 58 PM

182

unsure of the time saving but volunteer find it more convenient than pager

5/12/2015 1 57 PM

183

if my unit took onbroad BART think it would

5/12/2015 1 48 PM

184

Yes in as much as it simplifies the callout information and location therefore making the role easier

5/12/2015 1 46 PM
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185

At the moment we are told to reply on pagers only even though BART is a better system for disseminating
and displaying the same information Until the day when we are told that it is OK to rely on BART then we
cannot say it has necessarily improved team work and participation

5/12/2015 1 37 PM

186

Our brigade only uses Barts basic features such as receiving pager messages So cannot comment on how
it has affected us differently

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

187

t has made a big improvement to our brigade (Longwarry&District) in allowing all our members to be in
contact and up to date with all brigade matters

5/12/2015 1 32 PM

188

BART still hasn't fully been adopted in our district but think it will certainly improve participation and
teamwork when it does

5/12/2015 1 29 PM

189

great product shame the maps are very unrelaiable

5/12/2015 1 28 PM

190

Members need to be able to access BART via smart phone not all the brigade members use or want to use
one

5/12/2015 1 28 PM

191

Can't really use BART as a tool until the whole Unit has access

5/12/2015 1 26 PM

192

Not all members have pagers in these cases Bart is the prime communication tool

5/12/2015 1 25 PM

193

As mentioned under No 3 if could access the sma

5/12/2015 1 23 PM

194

Needs to send emergency messages fatter and could connect to google maps and gps for directions to an
incident

5/12/2015 1 23 PM

195

Having phone alerts much better for members who can't have pagers at their place of work

5/12/2015 1 19 PM

196

it enables 2 way comunication

5/12/2015 1 16 PM

197

simply getting the message to members

5/12/2015 1 16 PM

198

members are more willing to read there phones over the pagers larger & clearer screen Finding members
are using chat a lot to get info out there to all members same as sending a txt so they find it a lot easier than
sending a group page

5/12/2015 12 56 PM

199

Everyone knows who is attending

5/12/2015 12 54 PM

200

Always have my phone on me don't always have my pager

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

201

Same reason as above

5/12/2015 12 52 PM

202

This App is about connecting all members quickly and effectively so response can be ASAP and lives can be
saved

5/12/2015 12 38 PM

203

ts made it easier and thanks important

5/12/2015 12 36 PM

204

Yes because all Crew have a single source of information and can see what/ how the operation is being
managed

5/12/2015 12 36 PM

205

better information sharing No pager required for newer members

5/12/2015 12 35 PM

206

Specific Bart generic phones should be issued instead of pagers so crews can not only get messages but can
also use as crew linked communication device specific to fire ground control communication

5/12/2015 12 34 PM

207

Slow acceptance / approval from SES as an authority is preventing much adoption of this tool at an official
level

5/12/2015 12 24 PM

208

Depends on crew that turns out

5/12/2015 12 21 PM

209

Needs greater acceptance yet by other crew members

5/12/2015 12 20 PM

210

f we can roll it out toall the brigade it will give us big efficiency savings

5/12/2015 12 19 PM

211

Our unit generally uses internal methods/structures but many members use Bart for clarity readability &
backup info

5/12/2015 12 17 PM

212

Once we have all members on bart will be better

5/12/2015 12 13 PM

213

think it can improve participation with still knowing what is going on
when at work

don't always have my pager with me

5/12/2015 12 13 PM

214

BART is very helpful to know who is on their way to an incident and how long they are going to be i am sure
that there is much more usefulness of BART but we don't really know how to use it properly

5/12/2015 12 12 PM

215

Sometimes delayed and we have been not to rely on it as first response

5/12/2015 12 10 PM
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216

When the BART system works correctly and doesnt miss any messages to will be a big benefit to brigades

5/12/2015 12 04 PM

217

Sometimes i get the message immediately sometimes it takes 4 hours About 50% of the time for either

5/12/2015 12 03 PM

218

f we can get the non tech members to come on board

5/12/2015 12 02 PM

219

Additional training and experience required before it is accepted by all members

5/12/2015 12 01 PM

220

We haven't been able to use BART to its full potential yet our ses unit is skewed towards an older
demographic who are less keen to utilise new technology Also as SES is not very pro Bart from a HQ point
of view t is hard to push members to use it without them becoming solely reliant Which when Bart doesn't
work at real time with the pager messages isn't ideal

5/12/2015 12 01 PM

221

Use for new members prior to getting a pager they can start to get a feel for the messages

5/12/2015 12 00 PM

222

obviously don't have a computer background hence in my experience it is people that improve said team
work and participation the leaders and trainers of the units branch brigades therefore one would hope it
could though will back people rather then an app

5/12/2015 11 57 AM

223

Not all our members a interested in using Bart

5/12/2015 11 55 AM

224

Bart provides information on who else to expect on turnouts and training Some people do not record
attendance using bart as they are busy driving to the station

5/12/2015 11 54 AM

225

Yes if adopted across the Brigade

5/12/2015 11 51 AM

226

if everyone in the unit uses it then it will at the moment some people still prefer the pager

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

227

We are not using BART to its full potential Primarily we are using it as a backup for those with pagers and for
members where we can not get pagers

5/12/2015 11 50 AM

228

We have a problem with smartphone uptake Hoping will gradually improve because individually like and
use the system

5/12/2015 11 49 AM

229

Mostly to members without pagers

5/12/2015 11 49 AM

230

Bart would need to become fully integrated into the operational function of the brigade for this to happen

5/12/2015 11 45 AM

231

The attending not attending feature is very handy

5/12/2015 11 40 AM

232

NA we dont use the crew function

5/12/2015 11 39 AM

233

constant communication when organising training and / or events

5/12/2015 11 38 AM

234

We are more aware of who is coming to the station

5/12/2015 11 38 AM

235

Older members barely use it being that it works with black magic New members though love it

5/12/2015 11 36 AM

236

Know who is coming

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

237

t is starting to improve participation with some members

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

238

As a brigade we are excited about the potential of BART and can see many benefits in improved teamwork
with all members able to see at a glance where the job is how to get there and who is attending As
mentioned above one of the best features of BART apart from the Turnout messaging is the ability for
members to communicate to the brigade or part thereof through the messaging function As we all know many
things are achieved through effective communication

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

239

BART is what was looking for a few years ago since our team is in an area of no mobile reception t
connects the team with two way communication Vital

5/12/2015 11 29 AM

240

BART allows members to decide if they'll attend an incident based on who else is responding For example
Self employed volunteer decides to stay at work as they can see that 5 other members are responding to the
call

5/12/2015 11 28 AM

241

Those without pagers have a means of notification to respond

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

242

When we get the majority of members using it some at present still have old phones that BART won't work
on

5/12/2015 11 27 AM

243

still trialing but looks good creat's discussion

5/12/2015 11 25 AM

244

BART is great for non emergency communications Unfortunately the "time lag" between pager and phone
can decrease turn out times

5/12/2015 11 25 AM

245

Knowing where the job is improves job interest and navigation

5/12/2015 11 24 AM

246

Not All members at the unit are using BaART therefore we dont rely on it

5/12/2015 11 24 AM
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247

See answer to 3 above The potential is certainly there

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

248

t lets those members without pagers know of the activities so that they can participate

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

249

Maybe as people are more informed but no accurate data has been collected so cannot make any accurate
judgements

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

250

Allows driver to see if other members are on the way so he/she can decide to wait or not mproves
communication of non urgent messages

5/12/2015 11 23 AM

251

Bart is used by brigade management to inform and engae brigade members

5/12/2015 11 22 AM

252

Particularly for new members who have not been issued with a pager

5/12/2015 11 21 AM

253

Not all members of my brigade use BART

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

254

There is no excuse for not receiving the pager message

find it very convenient because it's always in my pocket

5/12/2015 11 20 AM

255

5/12/2015 11 18 AM

256

Yes if we can get all members on the Bart system it will definitely increase those measures in my opinion

5/12/2015 11 17 AM

257

These questions are not relevant for where we are at with our use of Bart only just trying to get it
implimented

5/12/2015 11 17 AM

258

Undoubtedly it makes it easier to respond provides up to date attendance information and includes mapping

5/12/2015 11 15 AM

259

Collaborative communication and a higher likely hood of receiving communications (single platform) aids
better communication

5/12/2015 11 15 AM

260

Easy for entire brigade to communicate and stay aware of events and happenings

5/12/2015 11 14 AM

261

The trouble is not all members are on it

5/12/2015 11 13 AM

262

People availability being known assists in getting crew numbers up everyone knows when we are short and
puts in extra effort

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

263

t helps our members that don't yet have pagers

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

264

Once we use it properly

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

265

Pager always goes off first Bart is simply a good backup easier to read and has map function

5/12/2015 11 12 AM

266

Bart is extremely unreliable have missed calls by 15 mins which is inacceptable

5/12/2015 11 10 AM

267

Very good system

5/12/2015 11 10 AM

268

Muppets are not taking their pagers with them but at least they have their phones guess

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

269

t could but there needs to be coordinator support so someone in the brigade understands who is available to
turn out to the fire

5/12/2015 11 09 AM

270

f everyone gets the message about an event they can choose to participate

5/12/2015 11 08 AM
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“Thanks for the access the app is working great”
SUN, 29/12/2013 11:04 AM
- ADAM STEEL
Captain Freshwater Creek Fire Brigade

“I've just come across the Station Platform which looks
great! ...Keep up the great work!”
THU 26/02/2015 10:58 AM
- ANNIE KUBEIL
Euroa SES

“Thanks for your help and such a great app!”
SUN 12/10/2014 7:45 PM
- ADAM TOWNSEND
“Fantastic Thank you so much”
WED 9/07/2014 10:27 AM
- ALISON HOWAT
Narre Warren North CFA

“I've been using Bart for several months now and find it
fantastic - very timely and a useful way of staying up to date
when I can’t carry my pager. Keep up the good work! ”
TUE 2/12/2014 11:52 AM
- ANDREW MCBEATH
Kalorama – Mt Dandenong CFA

“Thanks for the detailed explanation. ... Keep up the great
work on a very functional and useful app.”
MON 23/06/2014 11:36 PM
- ANDREW NORMAN
Traralgon West CFA

“Awesome app (and idea). Well done, saves me from
carting around a pager.”
TUE 15/04/2014 9:52 PM
- ANDREW NORMAN
Traralgon West CFA

“Thanks again for the great app”
TUE 13/01/2015 12:21 PM
- ANTHONY WILSON
Tatura SES

“well so far I have 10 members set up and they love the
system, ...Thanks again for a fantastic system”
WED 10/09/2014 2:15 PM
GLENN SMITH
3rd Lieutenant, Barnawartha CFA

“Through other members in the brigade, all of who seem to
think that BART is terrific and indispensable.”
WED 8/04/2015 5:18 PM
KEVIN HEALEY
Ballan CFA

“...I have to say I think it's fantastic.”
SAT 4/04/2015 12:55 PM
DAVE JONES
Team Manager, Bairnsdale
Ambulance Victoria Gippsland Region

“The app is up and running and we are very impressed with
it. Keep up the great work.”
SUN 9/11/2014 12:21 PM
SHAUN HALLS
Girgarre FB

“...the platform is a great tool”
MON 12/01/2015 1:08 PM
- ANDREW RUSSELL
Group Officer, CFA - Rutherglen Group Region 24

“Thanks keep up the good work... ”
TUE 3/02/2015 4:35 PM
- ANDY KNIGHT
Hurstbridge CFA

“Regarding the new update, it is awesome! Love the new
layout and the new features.”
THU 14/08/2014 2:58 PM
NICHOLAS WATT
Narbethong Fire Brigade

“Love this and have put in into action at the station... ”
TUE 28/10/2014 1:50 AM
DANIEL REINHARDT
4th Lieutenant, Baxter CFA

“Thank you again, that's great”
TUE 16/12/2014 6:33 PM
- ANNE HASSELL
Wedderburn CFA

“The app looks great, very readable with new message
reception working fine.”
SUN 13/07/2014 10:37 PM
JOHN DALE
Inverloch CFA

“Love the app... ”
THU 26/06/2014 3:05 AM

WILLIAM B

“The pagers are not user friendly and inflexible compared to
BART and the smart phone. It seems logical that the pagers
and sms could be phased out and BART replace them.
BARTs best features are the ability to control capcodes on a
brigade and individual volunteer level selecting what's
important to the brigade and individual.”
TUE 17/03/2015 9:15 AM

JOHN JACKSON

“Many thanks for a wonderful system, I’m even more keen
on signing up the whole Brigade now that I realise the extra
features”
FRI 3/04/2015 11:03 AM
BRUCE VINE
Tawonga CFA Brigade

“Excellent work Tim, All good now. Thanks,”
MON 8/12/2014 11:52 AM
PAUL BURTON
Ambulance Victoria

2nd Lieutenant Barmah, Nathalia Group Comms

“Once again you guys are doing a great job.”
FRI 31/10/2014 3:26 PM
CRAIG GRIFFITHS

“Just saw the new interface for BART and looks fantastic!!
Great work!!”
WED 6/08/2014 7:06 PM
BEN WHEELER

2ND LT, Rockbank Brigade

Wodonga West CFA

“Your system works too well we have had no need to fix
anything. ”
FRI 2/01/2015 2:46 PM
BOB DARE
Eildon Fire Brigade

“...4 of our new members cannot get Pagers and we think
your System would be great for us to use.”
WED 22/10/2014 3:42 PM
BOB VERITY
Wurdale CFA

“I have loaded your app and would love to use your product...”
THU 24/10/2013 9:41 AM
BRAD PATON
Carpendeit South Purrumbete CFA

“...so that I can continue to register members and make use
of this great application.”
MON 17/11/2014 9:37 PM
CRAIG POOLE
MONBULK fire brigade

“Thanks very much for getting back to me. Looking forward
to it. Best wishes for all your future work.”
FRI 20/06/2014 9:41 AM
DAN GARDNER
“Great app, we've found it extremely beneficial and it's an
excellent compliment (enhancement) to our paging system.
Congratulations.”
“Keep up the great work.”
THU 5/06/2014 4:32 PM
DAN GARDNER
“Really love your app, works great!”
DAN REINHARDT

TUE 3/06/2014 2:28 PM

“Hopefully they are smart enough to back you guys and
keep it free for us volunteers because this is one of the
greatest apps since apps began. We swear by it as a
brigade and have even spread the word to other brigades
and now they are on it! It's amazing”
WED 3/12/2014 9:16 AM
BRANDAN REILLY
Murchison CFA

“The update to your system is great... Many thanks for a
great product”
WED 17/09/2014 3:45 PM
DARREN HARDACRE
CAPTAIN, CFA Ruby Fire Brigade

“Thanks for a great program”
THU 11/09/2014 1:32 PM
DARREN HARDACRE CAPTAIN,
CFA Ruby Fire Brigade

“...great service, thanks”
TUE 9/12/2014 12:26 PM

DAVE BOTHERWAY

“Top job on the update, the program is looking awesome.”
12:36PM AUG 12 2014

TIM VRIEND

“Great service you are providing...”
GREG NANKERVIS

MON 5/01/2015 10:51 AM

“Yes Maree is a member and it is all sorted out now thank
you. The app is up and running and we are very impressed
with it. Keep up the great work.”
SHAUN HALLS

“Further to that just wanted to say a big thankyou for
developing this app. Love how helpful this is to not only
respond to a call, but also using it while on the job (hydrant
markers, route information etc).
Great work!”
FRI 3/10/2014 9:44 PM
DOUGLAS FERMIE

SUN 9/11/2014 12:21 PM

“Fantastic!! Thanks Paula!!”
FRI 21/11/2014 3:23 PM
PETER DUNCAN

“...Thanks for all your help...”
“I would love to see it further spread and end up being able
to be used as a pager replacement in the years to come.”
I look forward to being able to engage with yourself or the
company in the hope to spread BART to the wider community.”
THU 31/07/2014 5:23 PM
MICHAEL JOHNSTON

“We are looking at replacing our station turnout system
(which is TIMS) with your Station platform system, so I
would love to have info on that. We are in the process of
buying 2 iPads and would love to have bart of these. Many
Thanks”
THU 26/02/2015 8:12 AM
DARREN HIND
Comms Officer Carrum Downs CFA

“The Mount Taylor Fire Brigade ,11258 in District 11 Bart
system works terrifically thank you...”
TUE 9/12/2014 10:47 AM
GEOFF CRANE
“I've had a look through the website and I have to say that I
am very impressed, I think this is a fantastic idea.”
THU 23/10/2014 3:41 PM
GEORGIA MUNRO
“Great work that you are doing with this app.”
MON 1/09/2014 11:12 AM
GREG TAYLOR
BRIGADE CAPTAIN, Ararat – District 16

“PERFECT!!! Marker is spot on the grid reference of the
paged message!!
... Thanks for your patience.”
WED 7/01/2015 6:29 PM
GREG NANKERVIS

Girgarre FB

“...Awesome tool.”
WED 12/11/2014 3:18 AM

ERIC HELPENSTELL

United States Based Response Provider

COMMS OFFICER, Seymour Fire Brigade

“I am very impressed at your system.”
WED 29/01/2014 10:03 PM
MICHAEL JOHNSTON
COMMS OFFICER, Seymour Fire Brigade

“A little help would be great because I have guys wanting to
join and asking me to verify.
Thanks guys keep up the great app !!!!”
MON 9/02/2015 6:28 PM
JARROD VETESI
Tyabb CFA

“Cool thank you, I need a presentation that will show the
older ( not so tech savvy) members how to work bart.
Thank you again”
FRI 6/02/2015 10:22 AM
JODY HABERFIELD
Community Laws/Assistant Fire Prevention Officer

“By the way great app, it's more efficient than my pager.”
MON 16/06/2014 10:53 PM
JOEL BRABENDER

“The members have really taken to this service. They love
the fact they can actually read the pager message fully
within the app, and things like attendance & contact info is a
great move forward.”
WED 16/10/2013 9:32 AM

JOHN MCKENZIE

“…we have registered for BART which we are finding
fantastic as a back up for the pager system.”
MON 7/04/2014 5:53 PM
JULIE JOCHS
North West Peer Team Leader, Swan Hill SES

FINANCE OFFICER, Victoria State Emergency Service Hamilton Unit

“BART is a great System that has brought the CFA into the
21st century. Please keep it free for us. Myself and other
users are pushing all the time to get CFA to support you.
Keep up the good work.”
MON 25/08/2014 9:21 PM
JOHN NORTHEY
“...the phone watch combo it certainly works well.”
“At night I can just glance at my watch to have a look and it
savs getting out of bed to check BART on the phone.”
MON 9/03/2015 1:55 PM
JOSH ELLIOTT
Batt 3rd Lt Volunteer Training Officer, Rosebud Fire Station

“Thanks for the quick reply wasn't expecting that its
Sunday.”
SUN 21/12/2014 4:23 PM
KEITH MCPHERSON
“Wow thank you so much for a detailed message. As a
volunteer for CFA in the country reception can be an issue
and we seem to rely on BART which is such a good
program. The other members will be happy to hear about
the fact that the app is free. Thank you again for the
information it is greatly appreciated and keep up the good
work.”
WED 20/08/2014 10:10 PM
KELLY HICKS
Pakenham Upper CFA

“Thanks again for all your work.”
MON 12/01/2015 1:43 PM
JOSH ELLIOTT
Batt 3rd Lt Volunteer Training Officer, Rosebud Fire Station

“Thanks Jan I have had a play and it looks great...”
FRI 13/02/2015 5:34 PM
JIM VAN DER VELDEN
Knox Group Communications Officer

“Love your work, I'm a huge fan!”
“Thanks again guys!”
THU 2/10/2014 3:09 PM
JOSH WRIGHT
“I am trying to get them to see that it is a great back up to
our very unreliable pagers.”
WED 9/07/2014 8:06 PM
JULIE JOCHS
North West Peer Team Leader, Swan Hill SES

“Thanks Tim, that’s fantastic.”
WED 9/07/2014 7:59 AM
JULIE JOCHS

“Had a new alert this afternoon and map was correct.
Thank you for fixing this so quickly.”
THU 5/03/2015 8:18 PM
LEANNE
Taradale Fire Brigade

“I have been using Bart for some time now and I love it.”
TUE 26/08/2014 2:38 PM
LUKE WALLIS

“Thanks for being so helpful”
WED 25/06/2014 6:50 PM
JULIE JOCHS

“I was in strike team today with some guys who use it and I
mentioned that we had issues with some of our pagers,
They mentioned they were using Bart. very interested since
I am not receiving all messages and I am not the only one in
our brigade.”
SAT 3/01/2015 9:50 PM
MARC DANKERS

North West Peer Team Leader, Swan Hill SES

Leonards Hill & District Rural Fire Brigade

North West Peer Team Leader, Swan Hill SES

“It appears all of your solutions have helped”
“Thankyou very much”
THU 11/12/2014 12:56 PM
MATHEW GARDNER

“...thank, so far its been a great help and has bolstered my
fire readiness, Its certainly worth having“
SUN 4/01/2015 7:58 PM
NATHAN ROGERS

Operations Officer , District 20

“Just download phone app works great...”
“Thanks for your reply it is greatly appreciated. The addition
of the availability to the app has been quite timely for our
brigade as we have been trialing a couple of availability
response apps/programs...”
“Keep up the great work.”
THU 20/03/2014 11:37 AM
MATT STONEHAM
Comms Officer, Doreen Fire Brigade

“...plse keep up the good work.”
THU 9/04/2015 7:47 PM
MAX MCLEAN
“hi guys, great product...”
THU 9/04/2015 7:47 PM
MAX MCLEAN

MON 1/12/2014 8:35 AM

NATHAN ROGERS

“Love the new Alert Tones!”
THU 5/02/2015 11:05 PM
NICHOLAS WATT
“Great app, ...”
FRI 28/11/2014 2:05 PM

NICK JOHNSON

“Ive been asked by members of the Unit if you can add the
District 7 Headquarters Brigade onto BART, as they are
currently not on the list of brigades, and the members would
like to start using BART.”
WED 24/09/2014 4:17 PM
NICK WOJCIK

“In a simple phrase is that it is "it's awesome". I've only had
an iphone since Dec last year but this is my favourite App.
emerg.com.au team, keep up the great work. As I should
be moving into NSW Central Coast (Gosford) area I am so
looking forward to taking this App to NSW.”
MON 18/08/2014 12:58 PM
MICHAEL JOHNSTON

“Loving BART - thank you!”
MON 20/04/2015 4:46 PM
PAUL

Comms Officer, Seymour Fire Brigade

“Thanks for the great work with the App.”
MON 1/09/2014 3:59 PM
PAUL BUCK

“I really love this app.”
“Seeing the expanse of the BART system is excellent. I'm all
for it.”
THU 14/08/2014 10:11 PM
MICHAEL JOHNSTON
Comms Officer, Seymour Fire Brigade

“New updates are great !”
MON 11/08/2014 1:03 PM
ADAM ROLLINGS
Secretary, Nar Nar Goon Fire Brigade

“Appreciate and like the work you do - great app !!“
FRI 8/08/2014 10:21 PM
ADAM ROLLINGS
Secretary, Nar Nar Goon Fire Brigade

“Thanks for the swift response!... Great system by the way!”
FRI 12/12/2014 3:47 PM
PAUL BAIGUERRA

“Jan , I love your work.”
WED 5/11/2014 1:54 PM

PAUL O’DONOGHUE

“Thats for the quick response”
WED 3/12/2014 12:52 PM
PERRIE MITCHELL
“...at this point in time i have had some software drama and
i am no longer receving my pager msg's i have found in the
short time that it was working that it was a major benifit to
me and could be for my brigade ... i love the app”
TUE 2/12/2014 7:17 PM
PERRIE MITCHELL

“A friend told me, he loves this app”
THU 22/08/2013 3:36 PM
PETER SORRELL
Rowville Fire Brigade

“BART is an awesome application to have helps no end with
managing these callouts”
WED 30/04/2014 8:33 PM
ROB KINDER
Training Support, Monbulk CFA

“Wow, thank you, that was really quick. ... Thanks again for
your great work.”
SAT 13/12/2014 6:44 PM
PETER TESTER
Deputy Controller (Operations), Hobsons Bay SES

“I appreciate all your work with BART. We are becoming
increasingly reliant on BART as a primary communication
tool for our Unit members.”
SAT 13/12/2014 6:44 PM
PETER TESTER
Deputy Controller (Operations), Hobsons Bay SES

“Looks like a fantastic tool. ... - the app is much easier to
read than the new pagers!”
SAT 14/06/2014 10:38 AM
MARTIN PETERS
Meredith CERT

“Great application thanks for all your work”
TUE 11/02/2014 9:41 AM
PHILL SOLOMON
“Thanks ! Great app !!!”
THU 2/04/2015 1:43 PM

HAYDEN PURCELL

“great App”
TUE 11/11/2014 2:52 PM

REX BROWN

“Thanks guys for your quick work on a Sunday!”
SUN 11/01/2015 9:04 PM
RHYS DELAFORCE
“Thanks for your ongoing support Tim.”
RHYS DELAFORCE

FRI 31/10/2014 1:53 PM

“Congratuloations on a great app.”
FRI 13/02/2015 5:47 PM
ROB VERMAY

“Excellent guys. Appreciate the very fast and prompt
service. Makes life easy. Look forward to continue using this
app. Everyone carries a phone not everyone wants to carry
the pager as well.”
TUE 24/03/2015 10:12 PM
ROB WEST
“it is a much improved way of communicating......really
grabs you when you tick the alert box....
I put Rod Lewis our DGO on it yesterday.....he was all smiles
when the first message came through”
SUN 8/03/2015 2:00 PM
ROBIN BRYANT
“I exposed Bart last night at training......those that saw it
thought it awesome.....our Capt startted beaming and said
we need ipads on our trucks now”
“I'll also spread the word to a couple of friends in other
brigades, they will love it....they are pager junkies.”
THU 24/07/2014 9:16 PM
ROBIN BRYANT
“I look forward to using your App, I have heard fantastic
things about it.”
FRI 2/05/2014 12:23 PM
ROHAN TAYLOR
Station Officer (D Platoon), Morwell Fire Station

“Using the bart app will enable quick and timely messages
to broadcast to members in a timely manner, about any
changes to arranged events, and important information
such as change of venue etc.
When we looked at ways to communicate with the members The bart system was high on the list alongside soical
media platforms.
Thanks for setting up the system for us.”
TUE 3/03/2015 11:37 AM
RUSSELL WRIGHT
CFA Pride Ambassador

Purpose

Uptake

WHY BART WAS CREATED

WHO’S USING BART?

Emerg Solutions crafted BART after
identifying the need for Australia’s
emergency services to have fast and
reliable access to targeted data and a
unified method of communication
between units.

From Mallacoota in the East to Mildura in Victoria’s
far North West, BART has spread right across the
state, with the solution being currently tested for
use in Western Australia. We now have the
involvement of volunteers from the:

Emerg recognised that funding and
resourcing for emergency services was
often constricted, so it was important
that the solution be flexible, accessible
and powerful whilst avoiding
expensive infrastructure costs.

• Department of Environment and Primary
Industry (DEPI)
• Country Fire Authority (CFA)
• Victoria State Emergency Service (SES)
• Australian Volunteer Coast Guard (AVCG)
• Ambulance Victoria (Members of Rural CERT Teams)

BART Trials
There are currently more than 8,000 people logged into the various Smartphone applications across
iOS, Android & WP8. There are also several CFA Brigades and SES units utilising the Station platform
display within their buildings to be able to view incidents and attendance information at a glance.

Features
PAGER MESSAGE FEED
Approved users are able to receive their
EAS pager messages via BART allowing for
mapping and responses on an incident
level, including the convenience of having
the messages delivered directly to their
SmartPhone devices.

ACCURATE (REAL-TIME) TIMER
SHOWING RECEIPT TIME
Received messages are time stamped and
show a large timer on all versions of BART,
this allows you to see how long the incident
has been occurring.

MESSAGE CENTRE
allowing local communication within Groups
without having to use the pager network,
groups are able to communicate quickly and
easily regarding non-operational matters.

DISPLAY OF AVERAGE MEMBER
RESPONSE TIMES
Member response times are collated to
provide better information to decision makers.

PARALLEL SMS, EMAIL & PUSH
NOTIFICATIONS
Information is provided via multiple channels
simultaneously meaning information on
incidents can be provided to those even
without a Smartphone.

INTEGRATED PUBLIC INCIDENT FEEDS
To allow emergency services staff and
volunteers to have better situational
awareness, Emerg has included public
incident feeds within BART that allow
viewers to see publicly available information
of incidents without having to look elsewhere.
These incidents are displayed for the
current region using geofencing.

QUALIFICATIONS & MEMBER CONTACT
DETAILS
The ability to display qualifications and
contact details allows decision makers to
easily view the resources they have at hand
and contact others if required directly from
the one location.

ROSTERING, AVAILABILITY &
ATTENDANCE
It allows for members to state their
availability a week in advance, giving unit
controllers and brigade management
teams the opportunity to foresee possible
shortfalls and act accordingly.
This works in conjunction with the availability
and attendance aspects of BART and allows
you to see the availability of other members
and their attendance information when an
incident occurs.

POLYLINE INCIDENT ROUTING
Utilising Polylines, Multiple routing options
are available that can provide routing
between a user’s current location to the
Incident location, Local Headquarters (LHQ)
or to an incident via LHQ.
This allows members to view routes to their
desired location, showing traffic times & ETA.

GEOFENCING
A Geo-fence is a virtual perimeter for a
real-world geographic area. The Public Feed
information is provided by using geolocation,
and then using geofencing to determine the
user’s Region and so provides the most
relevant Region data.
Emergency Services personnel are able to
see incidents across the whole region (and
neighbouring regions), allowing them to
know how busy it is and how likely they are
to be activated.

STATION PLATFORM
The station platform automatically displays new incidents as they occur and then shows
attendees in real time as they respond from their individual devices.
A number of CFA brigades have set up display screens specifically for the BART Station Platform.

DATA.VIC DATA SETS
Users are able to toggle between various layers of
data this enables them to instantly locate a variety
of incident-critical resources.
For a CFA brigade, map layers can include hydrant
locations or airfields, where for the Coast Guard
markers it can include fuelling stations or helipads.
Additional Data sets can be added on request.

HYDRANT DATA
Hydrant Data provided by CFA volunteers has
been included to allow volunteers to easily locate
hydrants around an incident location.

CROWD SOURCED DATA
Individual units/brigades are able to add their own
locations and markers to their maps that can be
seen by other users within their group. This will be
extended and be able to collect data on condition of
fire hydrants and to confirm location of infrastructure.

BART - Usage in Victoria

12,902 Members across 1209 Groups

